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1.

Introduction

1.1 The BuildInterest project
The built environment is the sector with the largest energy consumption in Europe: nearly 40% of
final energy consumption—as well as 36% of all greenhouse gas emissions—is attributable to
housing, offices, shops and other buildings across the public and private sector. For the EU to meet
its 2020 climate change and energy objectives and its 2050 decarbonisation agenda, a major and
sustained increase in public and private investment is needed. To achieve the 20% energy efficiency
target by 2020 requires an investment of €100bn per year, 70% of which needs to be directed to
buildings1. However, the EU is currently at around half that level of investment so considerable
progress needs to be made.
Lack of investments in energy measures in the built environment is an important bottleneck for
Europe to reach its 20-20-20 targets. This bottleneck for investment is due to a number of linked, but
distinct barriers. Perhaps most importantly, investors and financiers lack trust in the financial viability
of sustainable energy measures. Although this is certainly not the only barrier, many of the other
barriers are also related to financing the required investments.
The exact nature of these barriers varies from country to country and is highly dependent on local
and/or regional circumstances, including the type of building stock, legislative and regulatory
frameworks, the scale and maturity of the financial sector and sustainable energy market and the
overall level of education and awareness amongst public decision makers.
To bring the different stakeholders closer together, this project has built three national platforms in
The Netherlands, France and Italy. The aim of these platforms is to develop and implement solutions
to increase the attractiveness of investments in sustainable energy and energy efficiency in buildings.
For example with financial tools and instruments, but also with any other tool or measure that is
found to be most effective in overcoming the barriers in financing sustainable buildings, such as
template contracts, valuation methods, financial standardisation tools, as well as any supporting
legal or regulatory measures. All of these instruments are aimed at the creation of an ongoing,
structural dialogue between the financial and building sector, leading to a better mutual
understanding and an increased trust of investors in investments in the building sector.
BuildInterest is cut in roughly two phases: The focus in year 1 is on building the stakeholder
platforms and collecting barriers and solutions. In year 2, BuildInterest will help to implement the
most successful and promising solutions in the market, together with our stakeholders. In year 2 also
an impact assessment for the events, organised on the three national platforms will be carried out.
This report marks the end of phase 1, describes its results, and lays down the strategy for year 2.
The three project partners that run the national platforms in BuildInterest have different
backgrounds. Duurzaam Gebouwd (NL) is a networking and platform organisation within the building
sector of the Netherlands. ASTER (IT) is a consortium of the Emilia-Romagna Regional Government,
the six Universities, the National Research Centres located in the region, the Regional Union of
Chambers of Commerce and the regional Entrepreneurial Associations. Bpifrance (FR) is a public

1

Financing the energy renovation of buildings with Cohesion Policy funding, EC commissioned report, 2014
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investment bank that assists companies from seed funding to IPO, from loans to equity.
It is the aim of this project to let each partner use its own strength to maximise impact. This leads to
a different emphasis in the approach of each platform. At the same time we need a structured
approach that enables comparison and comprehensive analysis. It is one of the challenges of this
project to strike the right balance.

1.2 About this report
This report is one of three identical reports for each of the three financing platforms in the BuildInterest
project (NL, IT and FR). The report presents for the Italian platform the result of the first year of the
BuildInterest project and lays down the strategy for year 2.

Part I – Analysis
1.
Introduction
2.
Market Scoping
3.
Stakeholder Consultation
4.
Barriers and solutions
Part II - Implementation
5.
BUILD LAB
6.
Platform strategy
7.
Implementation Plan
It is structured along the lines of the project itself. Part I of the report corresponds to year 1 of the project
and covers the analysis of the market (chapter 2), stakeholders (chapter 3) and the barriers and solutions
(chapter 4) for energy efficiency financing in the built environment. The selection of solutions to be
implemented in year 2 marks the end of chapter 4 and year 1 of the project.
The launch of the financing platform BUILD LAB (chapter 5) marks the start of phase and year 2 of the
BuildInterest project. This financing platform facilitates stakeholder dialogue and the implementation of
the solutions that were selected at the end of year 1. The Platform strategy for this is laid down in chapter
6. Chapter 7 describes the Implementation plan for the selected solutions.

5
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2.

Market Scoping

A key objective of the project is to facilitate stakeholder dialogue. The project starts with an analysis
of the stakeholders involved in energy efficiency financing in the building sector.
This analysis is followed by an analysis of the market, more specifically the demand for finance,
existing policy and financing tools and an overview of some high profile projects as example of the
current state of the art.

2.1 Stakeholder Analysis
70 Stakeholders have been mapped and analysed until October 2016. Other 15 stakeholders have
been added from November 2016 to February 2017 and categorized. 10 further stakeholders were
mapped in March.
The network of stakeholders involved in the project counts so far 95 contacts.
The stakeholders engagement has been conducted by ASTER in collaboration with the Real Estate
and Urban Development Unit of Nomisma. The activity of preliminary engagement that ASTER
allowed to:
1. Establish a first engagement of relevant stakeholders, representative of each of the
interested categories, for instance finance, construction supply and demand, policy makers,
innovation spokespersons: that was possible through the consultation phase BUILD
CONNECTION planned and realized with Nomisma
2. Pick up finance stakeholders and other experts that couldn’t participate to the focus groups
and interview them personally
3. Settle a public debate about opportunities and threats of investing in energy efficiency, so to
increase awareness of the topic within the regional and national innovation ecosystem made
up of enterprises, professionals, research institutions, government and affiliated
After this preliminary activity relevant stakeholders were identified, starting from BUILD CONNECTION
key players. A selection of them were video-interviewed in order to communicate the results of the
initiative they participated to. Furthermore, ASTER widened the target of stakeholders from the
regional to the national and European level, so to align the future BUILD LAB activities to the initiatives
taken by national government departments and by other European experiences: for this reason ASTER
established connections with Ministries, referees of the European Fund for Strategic Investment,
Italian programmes like Casa Italia and projects financed by the European Commission, such as BUILD
UPON, GeoSmartCity, ABRACADABRA, SEAF, ENERINVEST, GUARANTEE.

2.2 Market Analysis
2.2.1 Demand
According to the last census, 14,452,680 buildings exist in Italy, of which 84.3% have residential
purposes: 12 million residential buildings, articulated as 31 millions of dwellings, 77% of which is
inhabited. The apartment buildings cover 2% of the entire building stock and they are usually located
in the most populated cities.
The total amount of residential units is 31,208,161, of which 77.4% is actually inhabited.
Most significantly, 56% of residential buildings has been built before the 1970s, when the first seismic
7

(Law 1086 in 1971) and energy efficiency (Law 376 in 1976) regulations were introduced.
As for the public administration assets, although not all data is made public, the most accounts
estimate that the Public Administrations own 800,000 buildings for a total of more than 300 millions
of square meters. Most of these buildings are used for schools (71.8 millions square meters) and offices
(34.8 millions of square meters).
The residential building area is 2.397 millions sqm and on average the floor area is around 100 sqm
each dwelling. The majority of the residential buildings in Italy are single-family houses (61,5%) or
duplex (20,3%), comparing to the buildings with more than 9 dwellings per building (4,3%)2.
In Italy the residential sector consumes 34 Mtoe which correspond to the 29% of the final energy
consumption. According to Eurostat data, natural gas is largely the most used energy product (53%),
followed by renewable energy sources (20%), electric energy (17%), fuel products (8%) and heat (3%).3
The average consumption per family unit is in the amount of 1,3 Toe and its average annual spending
is 1.635 euro, as stated in ISTAT survey4.
The residential building stock represents a sector with high potential impact in terms of energy savings,
since:
● It consumes more than 40% of the total energy used by the country in all sectors;
● 56,7% of the residential stock is built before energy saving measures were in force;
● 65% of buildings are in G Class, at the bottom of the scale of measurement of energy efficiency
in buildings.
In the Emilia-Romagna Region there are 817.000 dwelling within 2,3 millions of residential buildings,
the 60% of which have been built before the 1970.
The property is strongly fragmented.
As for the performance of the construction sector, the economic crisis has not only caused a severe
contraction of investments in new residential buildings, but it has also re-oriented the market towards
a new direction. In fact, in 2015, roughly 72% of total production in the construction sector (165 billions
of euros) has stemmed from extraordinary maintenance, which has continuously increased since 2004,
even during the crisis.
In short, the construction sector has survived the crisis thanks to the increase in the demand of energy
efficiency interventions. Proof of that is also the significant number of requests for fiscal deductions
for such interventions, which amounted to more than 2 millions between 2007 and 2014.

2

National Action Plan to increase the number of nZEB buildings, 2015: data elaboration from ISTAT "Population
and residential buildings census"
3 European Commission, EUROSTAT, Statistics Database, (collected in May 2015),
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/statistics/ search_database
4 ISTAT, Family energy consumptions, December 2014
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Figure 1 – Number of residential units by years of construction - %

Source: Census Istat 2011

Figure 2 – Investments in residential constructions (Milions of €) - (base year = 2010)

Source: ANCE elaborations on ISTAT data
The demand of building renovation should take into account a holistic approach that includes what
citizens really perceive and need. According to Nomisma, when a family unit has to buy or locate a
dwelling, usually chooses to limit the housing spending and to invest in safety, parking commodities
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and only as fourth choice in energy efficiency5.
In addition, people decide to make a renovation if the intervention is urgent and they cannot postpone
it anymore. This attitude reveals difficulties for inhabitants in understanding the full economic and
environmental return of energy efficiency intervention. The tougher obstacle encountered by owners
and tenants is to be oriented in the complex market of energy efficiency, where integrated packages
and professionals services are missed.
Supply
In the Emilia-Romagna Region the number of enterprises and professionals operating in the
construction sector are in the amount of 14.980 considering those who operate under the following
ATECO codes:
Table 1 Distribution of enterprises per ATECO Code, 2016

ATECO
(CODE)
41100
41200

ACTIVITY
Real estate development projects
Construction of residential and non-residential buildings

71110

Architectural offices activities

71122

Integrated Engineering design activities
Tot

NUMBER
249
10.062
3.984
685
14.980

Energy efficiency interventions are increasingly promoted, other than by construction companies, by
a specific category of companies called Energy Service Companies (ESCos), which operate exactly with
the purpose of reducing the energy consumption of buildings. ESCos foster these kind of interventions
by proposing energy efficiency projects to companies as well as single households, taking care of all
organizational aspects and then sharing the savings with the client.
The certified ESCo according to the UNI CEI 11352:2014 regulation are 13 in the Emilia-Romagna
Region, which is the second region in Italy after Lombardia.
In spite of the existence of several ESCos, much of the investments in energy efficiency in Italy is still
promoted “in house”, meaning that enterprises manage the interventions by themselves. In 2015
ESCOs promoted only 654 millions of euros of investments in energy efficiency on a total of 5.63 billions
of euros spent on energy efficiency. A similar trend is seen also in Public Administration buildings,
where ESCos have a market share of roughly 15%.
The reason why ESCos are not working properly in the Italian market is first of all linked to the structural
dimension of these enterprises: 79% of Italian ESCos has less than 5 million euros of revenues per year,
making them inadequate to develop an aggressive business model, as well as to participate in public
bids

5

Re-use, re-start, Nomisma 2015: data source Familiy Survey, Nomisma, 2015
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Table 2 Italian ESCos profile

GROUP 1

GROUP 2

GROUP 3

Less than 5 mln €
of revenues

Revenues between
5 and 12.5 mln €

More than 12.5
mln €

79%

6%

15%

Average revenues

0.576 mln €

83 mln €

210 mln €

Average Net Assets Value

0.378 mln €

1.8 mln €

55 mln €

Average EBIT

0.005 mln €

0.04 mln €

2.4 mln €

Number of companies

Source: Nomisma, 2015
According to ANCE, in 2013 the Italian investments in constructions activities were in the amount of
129 billions of euro (70 billion in the residential sector), with a decrease of 6,9% with respect to the
2012. The sector crisis put in light the contraction of construction permits, which registered their
minimum in 2013 (58.000 permits, decrease of 81% in relation to the 2005). A decline in the medium
and long term credit strongly affected enterprises and families.
During the period 2007-2013, the reduction of funding was of 64,1% for investments in residential
sector and of 73,4% in non-residential buildings. The purchase of dwellings reached, in the seven years,
decreased of 65%. In countertrend, the refurbishment of residential buildings maintained the same
productive levels of 2012, registering an increase of 2,6%.
The investments realized for the building stock refurbishment are increasing (+3,8% that is 2 billion
euro) and reached 50 billion euro in 2014. Overall, the refurbishment sector represents at the moment
the 40% of construction investments. This trend is attributed to the empowerment and extension of
fiscal incentives for building renovations and energy efficiency. In 2013 energy refurbishment
interventions amount to 1,8 millions, 355.000 of which in 2013 with a percentage increase of 35%6.
Although we observe the augment of investments in energy refurbishment, the interventions that
integrate more than one technology (HVAC, building envelope, renewable energy) are still limited if
we consider the market opportunities.
From 2001 to 2011 the 58,6% of dwellings went through a maintenance or renovation, but most of
them have been light interventions (plants recovery 41,7%, structural interventions 9,2%, and 30,7%
of merely aesthetic works).7
The market of energy efficiency in Italy reveals small dimension projects, although the construction
sector itself usually moves greater investments. Furthermore, the economic dimension of intervention
upon single or duplex housing unit results lower than upon apartment buildings. Among 5 and 10% of
residential buildings needs for at least one extraordinary and urgent maintenance work.

6
7

Piano d'Azione Nazionale per incrementare gli edifici a energia quasi zero, 2015
CRESME, Riuso 2012
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2.2.2 Policy
The most relevant policy tool that has been used to trigger the energy efficiency market in Italy is fiscal
deductions. In 2014 alone, roughly 300,000 requests have been submitted to this specific mechanism,
which allows to get back more than half the value of the interventions in a ten year span.
In spite of its success, there are at least two elements that are still preventing this policy tool from
exploiting its full potential. The first one is the difficulty to promote interventions in apartment
buildings with multiple owners, due to the difficulty of finding a collective agreement.
The second critical element is the absence of an incentive to conduct deep retrofitting interventions.
In fact, most energy efficiency interventions in the past years have been activated to substitute
windows, which is less expensive but also less effective in terms of reduction of energy consumptions.
In 2014, 209,000 requests for fiscal deductions have been activated for the substitution of windows,
on a total amount of requests of 299,000.

2.2.3 Financing
What is the role of the financial system in the energy efficiency sector? On the one hand, banks are
strongly interested in the potential market, and they are already financing small private interventions:
in the second semester of 2016 roughly 35% of loans to families have been granted to activate energy
efficiency interventions8.
On the other hand, banks remain cautious, especially with regard to bigger interventions, where they
are unable to assess the real risks and benefits of the operations.

Financial tools for energy efficiency in the building sector
Following, some of the most important financial tools dedicated to energy efficiency in the buildings
sector applied at the national level in Italy. A full summary table can be found in Annex D.
Tax and VAT incentives for energy efficiency refurbishment
Type of funding: TAX/VAT INCENTIVE
Managing structure: State
Source: DPR 22 dicembre 1986, n. 917 (TUIR) art. 16, L. 28 dicembre 2015, n. 208 art. 1 comma 74, DPR
26 ottobre 1972 , n. 633
Geographical area: national
Beneficiaries: final consumers (enterprises, citizens)
Short description
Fiscal deductions for energy efficiency projects in the residential sector have been introduced in Italy
by financial law in 2007. They consist in reduction of incomes taxation (65%) and VAT rate. Main
interventions covered are:
- energy refurbishment that leads to the heating energy consumption reduction;
- improvement in thermal insulation of buildings (windows replacement, insulation of ceilings, walls
and floors);
- solar panels installation;
- winter air conditioning replacement (heat-pump, condensing boilers).

8

Osservatorio Prestiti Online
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Conto Termico 2.0
Type of funding: grant
Managing structure: GSE
Source: DM 16 febbraio 2016
Geographical area: national
Beneficiaries: pa- companies – final consumers
Short description
Conto Termico 2.0, in effect on 31 May 2016 substitutes, reinforces and simplifies the financial tool
introduced with Decree 28/12/2012, that incentives interventions for energy efficiency improvements
(type 1: envelope improvements, boilers replacement) and thermal energy production from renewable
sources (type 2). Among public entities that can benefit from both of them we can identify ACERs
(Social Housing Associations), residents cooperatives, public law society. Privates, instead, (final users,
apartment buildings, enterprises) can benefit from type 2 interventions. Beneficiaries can directly
access to the financial instrument or pass by an ESCO.
News of the Conto Termico 2.0 are: the raising limit of interventions from 600 euros to 5.000 euros
and reduction of payback time from 6 to 2 months.

White certificates
Type of funding: certificate
Managing structure: GSE
Source: DM 20 luglio 2004
Geographical area: national
Beneficiaries: PA
Short description
Knows also as “Energy efficiency bond” (TEE in Italian), the white certificates are negotiable bonds that
certificate the energy savings of the final energy used made through interventions and projects of
energy efficiency increasing. It is foreseen that electric energy and natural gas suppliers would reach
primary energy savings, expressed in TOE. One TEE is equal to a TOE saving. In 2013 6.118.546 white
certificates have been recognized correspondent to 2.449.160 TOE, (80% from the industrial sector,
11% in civil sector).
Green certificates
Type of funding: certificate
Managing structure: GSE
Source: D.Lgs 16 marzo 1999, n. 79
Geographical area: national
Beneficiaries: companies
Short description
The incentive mechanism of the green certificates is based on the obligation of non-renewable energy
producers and importers to input in the national electrical service a certain part of electricity produced
through renewable sources, either by putting in the energy service energy produced with renewable
sources or buying green certificates.
National energy efficiency fund
Type of funding: credit risk support
Managing structure: MINISTERO PER LO SVILUPPO ECONOMICO
Source: D.Lgs. 4 luglio 2014 n. 102, to be updated with 2016 version
13

Geographical area: national
Beneficiaries: PA/companies
Short description
The national fund for energy efficiency is a revolving fund foreseen by the Ministry of Economic
Development and is aimed at financing the energy efficiency interventions conducted by public
entities, ESCOs and companies. Main interventions financed are:
- Energy refurbishment of public buildings and social housing
- District heating/cooling
- Improvements of public lighting
- Energy consumption reduction of industrial processes.
The fund has two sections that operates on:
- guarantees concessions (single or multiple interventions/funding for interventions made by
companies);
- direct funding supply or through financial institutions or other financial intermediary, EIB include.
In the period 2014-2020, 490 million euro will flow into this fund.
Fund for the energy efficiency in schools (or Kyoto Fund)
Type of funding: loan finance
Managing structure: CASSA DEPOSITI E PRESTITI
Source: DM 14 ottobre 2016
Geographical area: national
Beneficiaries: PA/REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT FUNDS
Short description
The call promotes through subsidised rate (0,25%) financings the realization of public buildings
allocated as schools and universities. Resources available are around 247 million euro.
Fund for the purchase of refurbishment of dwellings (Plafond casa)
Type of funding: loan finance
Managing structure: CASSA DEPOSITI E PRESTITI
Source: Legge 28 ottobre 2013, n. 124
Geographical area: national
Beneficiaries: final consumers
Short description
Within the frame work of the housing policies, in April 2016 the original allocation of 2 billion euro of
the Plafond Casa has been increased to 3 billion. The fund finances, through mortgage guaranteed
loans, purchase of dwellings with priority to energy classes A, B or C, and refurbishing of buildings, with
priority to young couples, disabled and large family units.
Third party financing (Energy Performance Contract)
Type of funding: debt finance
Managing structure: ESCO
Source: D.Lgs. 30 maggio 2008/ definition in D.Lgs 102/2014
Geographical area: national
Short description
The contracting model EPC is a tool for delivering energy efficiency interventions especially by the
public sector.
Fondo di Garanzia PMI
14

Type of funding: credit risk support
Managing structure:
Source: Legge n. 662/96 (art. 2, comma 100, lettera a), DM 19 novembre 2015
Geographical area: national
Beneficiaries: COMPANIES/PROFESSIONALS
Short description
With the guarantee fund for SMEs, the EU and Italian State support companies and professionals that
have difficulties to access to bank credit due to insufficient guarantees. It covers the 80% of financing
and guarantees until 2,5 billions of euro each SME.
Microcredito
Type of funding: loan finance
Managing structure: MEDIOCREDITO
Source: DM 17 ottobre 2014 n.176
Geographical area: national
Beneficiaries: COMPANIES/PROFESSIONALS
Short description
It’s a financing tools that help the credit access to who cannot count on traditional financial
institutions, since they cannot provide for guarantees. Beneficiaries have to be start-up or
professionals since no more than 5 years and there are limitations regarding the number of employees,
profits, gross revenues and debts. Financings cannot be over 25.000 euro each beneficiary.
Energy financing
Type of funding: debt finance
Managing structure: BANCA PROSSIMA
Geographical area: national
Beneficiaries: not for profit
Short description
Energy financing Business, reserved to not for profit organizations and religious entities, supports the
purchase and installation of photovoltaic plants of small and medium dimension. The tool offers the
possibility to face initial costs of the plant (by selling the subsidized tariffs) and optimize the ratio
between payment and incentives. It covers the 100% of the investment.
Financial tools: ready to unlock energy efficiency investments?
The majority of the interviewed defined as little useful 9 out of 12 financial tools available for energy
efficiency interventions. 50% of the people interviewed with the online-survey evaluated as little
useful the Conto Termico financial tool: also the European tools like ELENA and JESSICA were poorly
considered. Only fiscal deductions received a good evaluation. Another important aspect is the
scarce acknowledgement of the financial tools available.

2.2.4 List of high profile projects
Sant’Orsola-Malpighi: high efficiency hospital
Location: Bologna – ITALY
Year: 2013 -2015
Type: Public building energy refurbishment
Financial instruments: PPP - project bond
15

Financial source: European Energy Efficiency Fund + private funds
Abstract:
The Bologna Hospital Sant'Orsola Malpighi signed an agreement with the aim of building and
managing the new high efficiency technological centre for the energy production and distribution.
The financial agreement has been achieved through a PPP, signed between Sant'Orsola Hospital and
"Progetto ISOM S.p.A", which is a special purpose entity constituted by Manutencoop Facility
Management S.p.A., Siram S.p.A. and Sinloc S.p.A. whose competences range from engineering
procurement construction (EPC) to operation and maintenance (O&M). The project received the
Energy Efficiency Award: it launched 41mln € of investment, 32 financed through a project bond
released by Progetto ISOM S.p.A. and subscribed by the European Energy Efficiency Fund (EEEF).
CO2 emissions reduction: 1.589 tons/year

Fondo Energia
Location: Emilia-Romagna Region - ITALY
Year: 2013 -2015
Type: Energy refurbishment and renewable energy installations in industrial and tertiary buildings
Financial instruments: Revolving fund
Financial source: 70% public from ERDF 2007-2013; 30% private (agreements with regional banks)
Abstract:
The regional scheme provides loans to regional enterprises for investments in energy refurbishment.
It covers investments in energy refurbishment, renewable energy installations and technologies
aiming at reducing the energy consumption of productive buildings in Emilia-Romagna. Companies
from the productive, commerce and tourism sectors may apply, as well as companies producing
innovative plants and equipments. Zero-interest rate applies to the public funding covered part of
the loan (70%), making the net yearly interest rate 1.3%. Each loan may vary from 20.000 euro up to
1 million euro, and may last for 84 months.

Emilia-Romagna school buildings refurbishment
Location: Emilia-Romagna Region - ITALY
Year: 2015-2017
Type: Realization of extraordinary restructuring measures, improvement, implementation of safety,
seismic retrofit, energy efficiency of schools, and to build new buildings and new school gymnasiums
Financial instruments:
Financial source: BEI, ERDF, private funds
Abstract:
A deed between Emilia Romagna Region and CDP (Cassa depositi e prestiti) has been signed in order
to obtain 57 M € coming from BEI with the aim to refurbish the regional school building stock
between 2015-2017. 225 interventions have already been planned until 2017 and the investment will
exceed 80 M€ of BEI funding and public-private co-funding. A three-years plan has been shared with
the provinces and Bologna Metropolitan City.
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3.

Stakeholder Consultation

BuildInterest is a bottom-up project, which means that we determine together with our stakeholder what
the focus of the financing platform should be. The methodology used for collecting stakeholder input is
based on the GUIDELINE FOR STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT AND CONSULTATION9 that was developed for
the stakeholder analysis. That document aims to support the BuildInterest partners in their national
stakeholder involvement and consultation processes, in such a way that the results from Italy, France and
The Netherlands will be as much as possible comparable. Comparability of the national approaches and
results is important, because it allows for better cooperation between the national platforms. It also
enables to distinguish between country specific issues and more widely applicable conclusions and best
practices that will be transferable to other countries.
At the same time, the most effective strategy for stakeholder consultation differs per platform depending
on the local situation. Therefore the guideline allows for national flexibility in the stakeholder consultation
process on the one hand while aiming for harmonized and comparable results on the other hand.
The methodology toolkit consists of three main approaches to gather stakeholder input: personal
interviews, roundtable meetings/focus groups and a survey. Naturally, the methods that the BuildInterest
platform partner use to gather information from stakeholders are not limited to these. In principle, each
stakeholder contact is an opportunity to gain input. This could be formally done in one of the ways
described above, but stakeholders may also be reached informally. For instance through e-mail or during
the participation of the BI team to regional and national events (seminars, conference, round table, etc.).
This section will outline the approach of the Italian platform for the stakeholder consultation.

3.1 Interviews
9 interviews have been realized to selected stakeholders.
7 of them were from finance sector, 1 representative of the demand side (Comunità Solare), 1 from
the government/policy sector.
All interviews followed an interview form adapted in relation to the scope of the interview and type
of stakeholder.
The interview questions and summaries can be found in Annex B.

3.2 Roundtables/focus groups
Three roundtables were so far organised within the framework of BUILD CONNECTION.
BUILD CONNECTION engaged a total of 21 stakeholders from finance, demand, supply, policy and
analysis area. In particular, participants belong to the following categories:

9

Internal methodology guideline, developed by ECN and PNO
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Table 3 Distribution of focus group participants

SESSION

FINANCE

SUPPLY

DEMAND

POLICY

ANALYSIS

TOTAL No.
participants

1° FG

29%

14%

14%

21,5%

21,5%

14

2° FG

27%

20%

20%

13%

20%

15

3° FG

18%

29%

11%

18%

24%
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During the focus groups participants have been engaged through 5 real time surveys and several
debates sessions. After each focus group a report has been sent to the participants to keep them
updated about the working group results. During the last focus group 8 short video-interviews have
been realized: they will be used during the promotional campaign towards the launch of BUILD LAB:
the interviews focuses on the expected characteristics of the financing platform and the role of each
group-category within it.
The following people attended:
Table 4 Focus Group attendants

Organisation
ACER Ferrara

Name
Marco Cenacchi

ACER Reggio Emilia

Marco Corradi

BPER
CIRI Edilizia Costruzione

Adelaide Mondo
Claudio Mazzotti
Marco Savoia
Federico Beffa
Fabio Ferrari
Alessandro Colciago
Maurizio Massanelli
Fabio Piancastelli
Marco Mari
Paola Jannelli

Fondazione Cariplo
Energyway
Harley&Dikkinson
Manutencoop
Ongreening
Prelios SGR

Massimiliano Luise
Renovate Italy
Regione ER

SECI Real Estate

Virginio Trivella
Tiziana De Nittis
Attilio Raimondi
Angela Soverini
Massimo Pinardi

Sicrea
Sinloc

Luca Bosi
Cristina Boaretto

UniCredit

Alessandro Ferraresi

Category
DEMAND: social housing
managers
DEMAND: social housing
managers
FINANCE: bank
ANALYSIS: research centre
ANALYSIS: research centre
FINANCE: bank foundation
OFFERTA
FINANCE: financial arranger
SUPPLY: construction company
SUPPLY: construction company
SUPPLY: green products platform
FINANCE/DEMAND: building
developers
FINANCE/DEMAND: building
developers
SUPPLY/KNOWLEDGE PLATFORM
POLICY
POLICY
POLICY
SUPPLY/DEMAND: building
developers
SUPPLY: construction company
FINANCE: financial/building
developer
FINANCE: bank
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3.3 Survey
An online-survey is conducted in order to collect a wide range of data and opinions regarding
barriers, instruments, solutions applied and necessity of a space for exchange between finance and
building sector.
The questionnaire contains:
Introduction related to the rational of BUILD CONNECTION within BUILDINTEREST project
1. Stakeholder’s personal information
2. Barriers
3. Instruments
4. Solutions
5. Competences
6. Regional financing platform
7. Privacy statement
30 questionnaires were filled from November until March. Among them, 11 were categorized as
“finance sector”, 7 as “professionals”, 5 as “enterprises”, 4 as “research sector”, 3 as “public
authorities”.
A visualization of the results of the online-survey has been made through Tableau Public in Italian10:
an English version will be implemented soon.

10

http://www.aster.it/build-lab/questionario
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4.

Barriers and Solutions

4.1 Barriers
In this chapter we present the main barriers in financing sustainable investments in the building sector, as
perceived by the financial as well as the building sector.
There are many literature analyses of barriers already so we will build on that work. First of all, this
chapter will therefore summarise the main barriers commonly found in literature, after which the barriers
identified through stakeholder consultation (interviews, roundtables and surveys) will be outlined for
each national platform and the EU.
Our analysis of barriers is instrumental to the BuildInterest strategy of year 2, when we will help to
implement solutions to these barriers in the market.

4.1.1 Barriers in literature
This section will discuss the barriers commonly found in literature regarding energy efficiency in
buildings. The aim is to provide a starting point for the national analyses by the platforms and avoid
reinventing the wheel. The following reports were used for this literature analysis:
1. BPIE, 2010, Financing Energy Efficiency (EE) in Buildings. Background Paper. Input to the
European Roundtable. Brussels, 16 November 2010
2. EC, 2012, Consultation Paper – Financial support for Energy efficiency in buildings. European
Commission, Directorate-General for Energy. Brussels, February 2012
3. Rezessy, S., & Bertoldi, P., 2010, Financing energy efficiency: forging the link between
financing and project implementation. Ispra: Joint Research Centre of the European
Commission
4. Liu, Feng. 2014. Improving energy efficiency in buildings. Mayoral guidance note; no. 3.
Energy efficient cities; Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP); Knowledge
series 019/14. Washington, DC; World Bank
5. Energy Efficiency Financial Institutions Group (EEFIG), 2015, Energy Efficiency – the First Fuel
for the EU. Economy: How to Drive New Finance for Energy Efficiency Investment
6. EC, 2015, Financing Energy Efficiency Investments, Tuesday, 10 November 2015, Roman
Doubrava, Finance Team Leader Energy Efficiency Unit DG ENER
7. BigEE, 2012, Energy efficiency policies for buildings Author Dr. Stefan Thomas with
contributions from Vera Aydin Dr. Dagmar Kiyar Ahmad Hafiz Jana Rasch
8. IEA, 2008, Promoting Energy Efficiency Investments: Case Studies in the Residential Sector by
International Energy Agency
9. Rennings, K., Brohmann, B., Nentwich, J., Schleich, J., Traber, T., Wüstenhagen, R., 2013.
Sustainable energy consumption in residential buildings
For a structured representation, a distinction has been made between financial/economic barriers;
institutional and administrative barriers; societal barriers; policy barriers; and technological barriers.
This categorisation of barriers is non-exhaustive, and some barriers may be interrelated and/or span
multiple categories (e.g. transaction costs may be both institutional and financial).
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Financial/economic
Access to capital: initial cost 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7
The initial cost of a project may prevent investment, either because the building owner does not
have access to capital or has higher-priority items for investment. Energy-efficient measures tend to
be more expensive than their less efficient counterparts. Studies demonstrate that, even when
consumers are assured they are investing in an energy efficient measure, they tend to stick to the
least efficient one, because of the low initial cost.
Risk exposure1, 7
There is a high (real or perceived) risk associated with energy efficiency projects for both consumers
and financiers. To financiers, the ratio of the risk exposure to the return on investment of a project is
a significant indicator for the investment’s validity. Energy efficiency projects often do not meet the
common criteria typically used to factor in risk in the evaluation of a project. Commercial bankers
typically select investments which are safest and grant medium return on investment. On the other
hand, speculators or hedge fund managers are more likely to take on risky investments. Energyefficient investments in individual buildings are not large enough to attract speculators and are
perceived as too uncertain for commercial bankers.
On the consumer side, there are high perceived end-user credit risks.
Discount rate1
A discount rate is applied to compare the present and future values of an investment. The current
high discount rate on energy efficiency projects is usually justified on account of the riskiness of the
investments. Depending on one’s standpoint, energy efficient investment can be viewed as
extremely risky or not risky at all. Energy efficiency investment projects are a safer option when
considering that they reduce an individual’s exposure to the volatility of fuel price, which is by far the
most important risk in an energy project. In the meantime, the uncertainty surrounding the
appropriate evaluation method helps to shy away investors from energy efficiency projects. The
prevailing traditional view, however, is to consider energy efficiency projects as risky investments,
and as such to apply a high discount rate.
Payback time1, 2, 8
It is common practice for investors to refer to the payback time as an indicative value of their
investments (i.e. the time it will take them to earn back their initial investment). Energy-efficient
projects tend to have a longer payback period than traditional investments; hence they do not rank
high on financiers’ agendas. Referring to payback time as the only reference point for investment
validity also prevents proper consideration being given to the importance of the public good aspect
of energy efficiency. Despite its inappropriateness, reference to the payback time is still common and
represents an obstacle to energy efficiency projects.
Flawed financial models3/ 6Evaluation issues 5
Traditional investments are evaluated on the basis of the risk exposure of the project, the payback
time and the rate of the return on investment. Both investment criteria and the financier’s lack of
knowledge about energy efficiency specificities are obstacles to customer access to capital for energy
efficient projects. In addition, current financing models fail to incorporate all benefits (e.g. health,
productivity. employment) of investments in EE measures.
Short term thinking 3, 9
Short-term thinking is an important barrier in the field of energy efficiency investments (e.g. energy21

efficient heating systems or household appliances), since often life-cycle costs are not considered
procurement (incl. public procurement) decisions.
Reluctance to finance on-balance sheet3
When a loan is reported as a liability (on-balance sheet or financing with recourse), this indicates that
the company stands behind the project or venture and the related debt and the financiers have to
recognise the company’s assets in case of default. Businesses are often willing to use recourse
financing only for core business activity and not for projects in auxiliary activities, such as energy
efficiency.
Asset-based culture in financing3
Customers often prefer to finance projects through project finance (based on the project’s cash flow)
in contrast to on-balance sheet/recourse finance (based on the debtors trustworthiness). However,
energy savings as revenue are foregone by financiers: cash flows from saving energy are not (yet)
conventional revenues in what is still an asset-based culture in financing (see also: evaluation issues).
Low collateral asset value3
In project financing, often, additional collateral is required as securitisation in addition to a project’s
cash flow. Due to the fact that EE equipment is very specific to the site or location they cannot easily
be redeployed without loss of productive value (high assets specificity). The collateral value of EE
investments is low with a high share of total project cost consists of engineering, development and
installation costs.
Institutional & administrative
High transaction costs1, 5
Transaction costs are the costs associated with making an economic exchange. They are not
necessarily financial in nature, but rather describe the time and effort required to get enough
information to make a decision, apply for a loan, and arrange for the work to be done. Transaction
costs are experienced by both consumers and investors. Some causes of increased transaction costs
are outlined below.
Large number of decision makers / market fragmentation / multistakeholder issues
Onerous decision-making due to a large number of decision-makers (residential sector); decisions are
taken by a wide range of stakeholders in different professions and organisational levels, with
different approaches, agendas and motivations for EE improvements.
Burdensome procedures3
Burdensome procedures of issuing e.g. permits or construction notifications (e.g. for refurbishment).
Small project size 1, 2, 3, 4 , 8
The relatively small size of energy-efficient projects and their resulting low replicability further
reinforce the increased transaction costs related to energy efficiency projects. As such investors tend
to turn to other projects which are more easily replicable.
Energy prices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8
Poorly designed social protection policies such as subsidies undermine incentives for efficient use of
energy. This distorts the market and prevents consumers and investors from receiving accurate price
signals that reflect the true marginal cost of the energy use. In addition, the price of energy is further
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distorted by the lack of exclusion of externalities (IEA). As a result, energy efficiency is a low priority
of both consumers and investors (see also ‘Societal barriers – Behavioral economics’).
Split incentives1, 2, 3, 4, 7
Split incentives occur when the decision-maker does not directly receive many of the benefits from a
measure invested in. It applies to both residential and commercial buildings and means that the
benefit of energy savings does not go to the person making the investment. In fact, the building
owner is likely to be responsible for making energy efficiency investments, while the occupier may
receive the benefit of lower energy bills. Consequently the owner has no direct incentive to invest
although landlords may benefit from higher rents. Furthermore, if the landlord is responsible for
energy bills, the tenant has no direct incentive to save energy. Thus, as a result of rational behaviour
on both the side of the tenant and the landlord, investing in energy efficiency upgrades is not a
natural move for either actor.
Conservative construction sector
The conservative nature of the building sector represents a hurdle to be overcome. The sector is
subject to a strong path-dependent development trajectory whereby old routines are too pervasive
to make substantial changes in techniques.
Disincentives or vested interests in the status quo 1, 3, 8
Some disincentives are present in the building sector that prevent EE initiatives from successfully
being implemented as a consequence of the rational choices of the actors involved. An example is
the fact that engineering fees are often based on the capital costs of a project. Putting effort into
designing the most efficient (e.g. passive) housing thus reduces the engineer’s fees by decreasing the
capital costs of the project.
An example of vested interests is the ambiguous ownership of many energy assets; in case energy
efficiency efforts are increased, local authorities will not receive the monetary benefits of increased
energy production.
Societal
Behavioral economics (personal priorities), 4, 7, 8
Energy efficiency is not usually a major concern for consumers or companies as energy costs are
relatively low compared to the cost of many other factors (e.g. labor; rent). In addition, since energy
costs are low, the benefits of energy savings are easily outweighed by the transaction costs (see also
‘Institutional and administrative barriers - transaction costs’).
Information failure1,2, 3, 4, 5, 7
On the side of customers there is a lack of awareness on both the costs and benefits of energy saving
(financial and environmental) and about the options available to them to increase EE. This reinforces
the challenge posed by consumer behaviors and habits which are difficult to change. Studies show
that it takes on average more than 10 years to dramatically change consumer tastes. Moreover,
typical penetration rates of new technologies oscillate between three to four years.
On the side of financiers there is a similar lack of awareness. Obtaining qualified advice from financial
experts is not easy for consumers who want to implement energy efficiency. In addition, EE projects
are often niche projects with low visibility to major banks.
Uncertainty associated with energy savings1,3
On average, a set of measures might produce a predictable level of savings, but savings can never be
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perfectly predicted for an individual home. The different methods existing for ex-ante evaluation
maintain a certain level of uncertainty, and help create a fear of hidden risks in energy-efficient
projects. On the other hand, systematic ex-post evaluation is still too costly. Accordingly, both
investors and customers with no certainty of the level of energy savings to be achieved, tend to shy
away from energy efficiency investments.
Limited insight in current energy performance of buildings
Energy performance of buildings is typically poorly monitored.
Policy
Lack of enforcement of building energy codes2, 4, 5
Governments implement building energy codes to ensure that buildings constructed to comply with
this code meet a minimum level of energy efficiency. A lack of enforcement reduces the effectiveness
of these codes.
Unstable policy 2, 5
Too frequent changes in the legal framework and financial support programmes.
Lack of administrative capacity to develop EE legislation 2, 4, 5
Often, governments lack the administrative capacity or (technical) skills that are required to
successfully develop and implement EE legislation and policy.
Internal procedures and rules of public budgeting 3, 4
Rules of public budgeting – including the annual budget cycle and multiannual savings cash flow –
make it difficult for public entities to finance energy efficiency investments from savings in energy
costs (similar rules exist in large companies); local authorities may have to finance energy efficiency
investments from their investment budget whereas the resulting savings are credited to the
operational budget (EC).
In addition, government internal procedures and lines of responsibility may discourage EE in public
buildings (e.g. budgetary and procurement policies not conducive to contracting EE services).
Technological
Solutions not available yet7
Solutions to energy efficiency may not be available yet.
Uncertainty with regard to performance7
There may be uncertainties whether the new technologies will perform reliably.

4.1.2 Barriers - Emilia-Romagna Region in Italy
In the Italian context, the most relevant barriers can be grouped into three main macro-fields:
1. Building trade fragmentation
2. Guarantee of economic returns
3. Interrelated barriers and perception of responsibility
The relevance of barriers has been determined in relation to results of the stakeholders consultation:
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after the first barriers identification, stakeholders were asked to highlight the most relevant ones
(those affecting the market the most), selecting them during the focus groups organised within
BUILD CONNECTION, answering to the online-survey or directly through the interviews.
These barriers will be discussed in more detail below.
Building trade fragmentation: objective condition of the Italian market
The supply chain of the construction sector, in particular dedicated to energy efficiency projects
delivery, is fragmented and not able to respond adequately to the consumer’s needs.
The construction supply chain is an articulated system formed by a great number of SMEs: it can be
considered a multi-level productive system where many actors (designers, planners, builders,
administrators, enterprises, services, real estate, citizens) interact with each other and with public
and private research infrastructures.
A major problem of this complex system seems to be the weak dialogue among operators, that have
strongly different interests and perspectives. Furthermore, according to the stakeholders involved,
the operators don’t seem enough structured or trained to deliver projects that need a high
specialisation level concerning the new technologies and the financial tools applied to the energy
efficiency field,
The construction sector is still distant from other productive sectors, since most of its actors still so
their “business as usual”, without innovate their activities towards a service and demand- oriented
business. Rarely final consumers are assisted from the very beginning the energy efficiency project
and proceeding with its continuous maintenance. A so called “customer care” is missed .
The fragmented supply is affected also by the absence of a joint operator that connect all actors
involved, whom the final user (enterprise, public entity, private owner) can directly refer to. ESCOs
don’t seem right now sufficiently structured to manage the entire process.
A fragmented building trade means also small projects are difficult to be financed.
Difficulty to guarantee relevant and sustainable economic returns
Stakeholders wonder whether energy efficiency is really economically sustainable. A huge problem
perceived by the stakeholders engaged consists in defining the energy and economic savings, due to:
1. Scarcity of data regarding energy consumption: without an accurate definition of the energy
consumption it’s impossible to foresee how much it can be saved and earned (economic
relevance) and when the investment will return (sustainability)
2. Small size of the interventions: economies of scale cannot be done. Within this framework
we can register two important suggestions coming from the stakeholders involved in the
focus groups:
3. Stakeholders are sceptical regarding the effective capacity of energy efficiency to be
economically sustainable
4. Energy efficiency by itself isn’t perceived as a driver for the final users/consumers and needs
to be implemented by other “value spheres” such as health, wellness, safety related to antiseismic, employment and so on. The environmental issue should be therefore accompanied
by social issues so to extend its impact making it more urgent than now.
Interrelated barriers and perception of responsibility
Chained barriers lead to a subjective perception of responsibilities from categories of stakeholders.
Similarly to what has been described in the Dutch platform, some barriers convey the subjective
perception of the stakeholders that tend to ascribe higher responsibilities to others. The scheme
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reported below tries to illustrate the chain of barriers, putting in evidence the obstacles pointed out
by each category of stakeholders.

Finance, for instance, blames a barely innovative and informed supply for the low attractiveness of
energy efficiency interventions. Beside this we can see a mistrust regarding the effective capacity to
realize economically sustainable and relevant projects.
On the other hand, the supply side ascribes the responsibility of low quality interventions to a not
well informed demand side, which is culturally not prepared and that lack motivations to incentive
buildings renovation. Demand results fragmented itself: the small size of the project hinders energy
efficiency interventions at a scale really economically sustainable.
The demand and policy sides, instead, are self-critics since they admit a difficulty from the public
sector to dialogue with privates and find financial resources to activate interventions. In this vicious
circle between finance, supply and demand, the public actor remains detached.
According to the stakeholders involved the public entity is actually the big-player, especially for large
scale intervention in public buildings, to refer to in order to solve some of the most urgent barriers.

4.1.3 Conclusion
In the Italian context, the most relevant barriers can be grouped into three main macro-fields:
1. Building trade fragmentation
The supply chain of the construction sector, in particular dedicated to energy efficiency projects
delivery, is fragmented and not able to respond adequately to the consumer’s needs.
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2. Guarantee of economic returns
Stakeholders wonder whether energy efficiency is really economically sustainable. A huge problem
perceived by the stakeholders engaged consists in defining the energy and economic savings
3. Interrelated barriers and perception of responsibility
This barrier is referred to as the ‘circle of blame’ barrier by the Dutch platform. Stakeholders tend to
point to other stakeholders as being responsible for the lack of action in the market, effectively
creating a circle of blame.

4.2 Solutions
This chapter will present an overview of successful or promising solutions that are observed already
in the market, as well as solutions that do not yet exist but should be developed in order to increase
the attractiveness of investments in sustainable buildings.
Note that the term “solutions” should be interpreted in a very broad sense: a solution could be a
technical and financial calculation tool, but the scope also includes financial instruments, innovative
contractual arrangements such as ESCOs, and policy measures.
A basic form was developed to gather tools and solutions from the market. These forms can be found
in Annex C of this document
This chapter will provide a bottom–up overview of solutions. In a next step (for the national
Roadmap in M12), solutions will be linked to the barriers to identify gaps.
Reports with solutions are piling up at the EC and national governments, it is not the aim of this
project to add another one. We focus on solutions that we as BuildInterest can help to implement
within the second year of our project (reduced VAT rates for instance are mostly beyond our
influence and timeframe and therefore not our focus). This means that we have a preference for
existing solutions, either from the energy sector or from other sectors. We will thus be cherrypicking; looking for best practices. Existing solutions enable replication and distribution within the
timeframe of year 2.
This chapter provides an overview of solutions that were identified in the Emilia-Romagna region,
followed by a description of the selection process and a presentation of the selected solutions.

4.2.1 Solutions - Emilia-Romagna Region in Italy
It’s important to distinguish two scales of intervention:
1. Small scale and spread interventions: involvement of private owners as final users, dealing
with the problem of the fragmented property and information asymmetry between demand
and supply.
2. Big scale and strategic projects: involvement of the public sector (managing agencies of
social housing, public owner of the tertiary and education building stock, regional and
municipal urban planner), economically relevant for investors but weak considering the
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competences needed to manage the whole process and the quality of the final interventions
During the focus groups of BUILD CONNECTION and through the online-survey, the stakeholders
have been asked to evaluate the solutions that can be applied at the industrial/systemic level and list
the most feasible solutions that should be implemented by the financing platform BUILD LAB.
Below, we point out the solutions identified dividing them in relation to the field of application.
All the existing practices that implement the solutions have been marked with the green colour and
further analysed within the Annex C.
1. Incentive stabilization
The most voted solution was “to stabilize incentives”, solution that deals with the instability of
policies typical of the Italian context. According to the “building supply” stakeholders, the public
sector should sustain the real estate and increase building safety. It would be important to prioritize
energy efficiency projects of the existing building stock through fiscal incentives that last 5 years at
least, so to certify the impact on energy savings.
Since it’s difficult to undertake the incentive stabilisation is at the local level, it can would be better
to promote incentives for integrated interventions, focused on deep renovation. The need for
incentives stabilisation and standardisation of procedures reveal the necessity of a “package” of
different financial opportunities to count on. The scarce knowledge of the wide spectrum of available
(not only) financial solutions forces the entire building trade to use the most common tools, such as
national incentives, that are more subject to political instability. If there was a higher knowledge of
other solutions, even in absence of national incentives, all actors could plan long-term actions. A
Proposal for deep renovation incentives has been already done by the Green Building Council and
ENEA.
2. Securitization of eco-bonuses
A securitisation of eco-bonuses by banks would address the poor efficacy of eco-bonuses, related to
the fact that usually eco-bonuses have been used to pay the interest of refurbishment loan, in the
case of small owners, or not used at all by enterprises (since they don’t know how many taxes they
will have to pay).
3. Duty to install devices for energy consumption evaluation
Another solution considered valuable was the duty to install devices to certify Energy consumption,
tackling the lack of data regarding building consumption. Diagnosis and monitoring allow, in fact, to
identify the saving and profit margin, so to understand clearly the payback time of the investment.
However, it is difficult to work in the sphere of national regulation: anyway, it’s possible to work on a
cultural shift, promoted by adequate awareness campaigns for private owners and enterprises. A best
practice to consider is Abitazioni intelligenti – Smart dwellings conducted by ACER, the social housing
agency of Emilia-Romagna, and Schneider Electric.
The results of the online-survey show that there is a strong need for improvement of smart metering
measures, not only regarding the total consumption of the building but differentiate according to the
energy sources: a better integration of building and equipments is therefore strongly recommended.
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4. Culture of long-term planning in the public sector
The dissemination of the culture of long-term planning in the public sector is a further solution (or
strategy) seek to be implemented. According to finance stakeholders, in order to make interventions
bankable, “the public entity should use better its resources to activate public calls for energy efficiency
interventions. Risk Sharing could be a mean to increase the cooperation between banks and public
entities, so to share the financial risk: this would allow an easier credit access and so a real sustain to
the economy.
5. Turnkey-packages
In order to improve the building supply and overcome its fragmentation, a share solution was to
enable and promote a turnkey package. This would include also an intermediary for the final user
that is able to collect, on one hand the demand’s needs, on the other hand all aspects (and
operators) of an Energy efficiency project. Supply side stakeholders should support the creation of a
chain-representative, that can deal simultaneously with professionals, builders, certificators,
investors and public administrators.
Professionals and building enterprises should work for accomplish sustainable, rapid and noninvasive projects with a real evaluation of costs and benefits. If works would need a demolition and
reconstruction, “temporary-dwellings” that allow a relocation of the residents during the building
site would be required. An exemplary project is Smart Swap Building, conceived by ASTER.
6. Innovation of business models
The innovation of the business models of the construction value chain is very relevant. Notable
examples are Rebuilding Network and Re-Build, which Sicrea, one of the stakeholders engaged, is
part of. It consists of a network of enterprises, professionals, energy auditing experts, banks and a
multi-utility.
Other proposals from Nomisma try to answer to peculiar demand’s needs: people use to renovate
their dwellings only if the building works cannot be postponed anymore: according to this, an
innovative business should spread the energy refurbishment in time, by planning a step-by-step
renovation. Going deeper and increasing new businesses that overcome energy efficiency is
therefore another key strategy to foster. A good practice is the project Allora Spengo, from the
start-up Energy Way, operating in the Emilia-Romagna Region: beside their own business oriented to
decrease energy consumptions in industrial processes, the start-up recently started an awareness
project based on students training in schools. Business has been linked to education and financed
with a crowdfunding campaign. A different approach that can be applied to other context such as
social housing and public buildings.
7. Financial tools dedicated to apartment buildings
Financial solutions should be focused on targets like the apartment buildings (and single housing
units) and should offer loan for 10-15 years with low interests rate. Few examples are the Credito
Condominio and Prestito Condominio Smart of Harley&Dikkinson.
The loan should be linked to the building instead of being linked to the people who live in it.
8. Territorial marketing
According to the financial stakeholders, privates should be better informed about available incentives
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for specific renovation interventions: an A to Z customer service and a spread knowledge about why
and how to reduce energy consumptions would certainly increase the number of deep renovations.
Territorial marketing about energy efficiency and sustainability would be extremely relevant actions
in the Italian context: a good example may be the experience of Renovate Italy awareness
campaign[1], even if the target should be extended and the effort toward a simpler and more direct
communication should be done.
According to the finance sector, the public authorities should have a key-role and should plan public
initiatives aimed at capturing the real need from both demand and supply. A study of European and
international best practice could help to identify the most interesting existing solutions.
9. Creation of aggregators
Private ownerships aggregation through the constitutions of legal subjects such as community
cooperatives is a possible answer to property fragmentation as well as the turnkey renovation package
is the answer to the building supply fragmentation. At the moment a good practice in this field is the
experience of Comunità solare – Solar community.
According to the finance sector new forms of cooperation and synergies should be foreseen, in
particular a joint group between financial institutions and public authorities.
9. Training on new competences
Innovation can be the turning-key to unlock technical and financial bottlenecks: the training on new
competences both from the public and private sector is strongly recommended, as well as a
interdisciplinary joint work between experts in the different fields (finance, constructions, energy
management, etc.) in order to strengthen the specialization of the value chain in the renovation of
buildings and create a highly-skilled workforce.
According to the results of the online-survey, the most relevant competences to acquire concern the
cost-benefit analysis, the elaboration of business plans, the knowledge of the building life-cycle and
the energy auditing. Beside these competences a better information on the financial opportunities
available and new products and services is suggested.
The summary table below reported the longlist of solutions identified and their feasibility:
Table 5 Longlist of solutions

n

Solution

Barrier tackled

Field

Suppor
ters

Feasibili
ty

Appl
ied

Project

1

Create a
representative
actor for the
entire building
trade

Fragmented
building trades

Policy

Supply

High

Y

RE-BUILD +
REBUILDIN
G
NETWORK

2

Stabilisation
of incentives

Unstable policy

Policy

Supply

Low

N

3

Deep
renovation

EE interventions
limited to light

Policy

Supply

Low

Y

DEEP
RENOVATI
30

incentives

renovations that
don't allow
significant energy
savings

ON
PROPOSAL
- GBC +
ENEA

4

Duty to install
devices to
certify energy
consumptions

Uncertainty
associated with
energy savings +
limited insight in
current energy
performance of
buildings

Policy

Policy

Medium

Y

5

Spread of
long-term
planning
culture in the
public sector

Lack of trained
personnel or
technical or
managerial
expertise + small
project size

Policy

Policy
+
Financ
e

Low

N

6

Support
actions to
inform final
users
(enterprises,
private
owners) about
how to use
financial tools

Lack of information

Cultur
e/com
munic
ation

Financ
e

Medium

N

7

To give up to
urbanisation
costs to
incentive
interventions

Lack of drivers for
the demand

Policy

Financ
e

Low

Y

8

Risk sharing
procedure
between bank
and public
body

Risk exposure

Policy
+
financ
e

Financ
e

Medium

N

9

Territorial
marketing
upon
sustainability
and energy
efficiency

Insufficient
knowledge of the
multiple social
benefits of energy
efficiency

Cultur
e/com
munic
ation

Policy

Medium

Y

ABITAZION
I
INTELLIGE
NTI - ACER
+
SCHNEIDE
R

SMART
SWAP
BUILDING
PROPOSAL
- ASTER

RENOVATE
ITALY
CAMPAIGN
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10

Guaranteed
feasibility
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Conclusions
If we look at the opinions of each specific category of stakeholders, we can identify some
convergences:
The financial sector aimed at increasing the bankability of interventions and in order to sustain
refurbishment projects a great effort has to be done by the public sector, from the European level of
finance (EIB tools, for instance), to the regional level, where the public should find and activate new
financial resources, facilitating risk sharing measure with financial institutions
The supply sector is focused on incentive stabilisation and standardisation on really relevant
interventions, such as deep renovations. The public should allow a higher flexibility, introducing for
instance demolition and reconstruction possibility where the renovation would be not enough
Policy and demand stakeholders pay attention to the necessity to improve the public sector capacity
to relate with private
Financial tools should therefore be targeted on these “aggregators”: crowdfunding financing and the
recent proposal for eco-buildings incentives should go in this direction. Few solutions have been so
far identified within the “demand side” of competences and responsibilities: starting from a deeper
marketing analysis of families motivational drivers to improving the knowledge among final users
about saving opportunities. This kind of campaign, at the moment, didn’t have a relevant impact and
a change in energy efficiency communication is required.
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All three groups (finance, supply and policy) consider the public sector more capable to make a
difference since it could revise the regulation, it owns a large building stock (tertiary, schools, social
housing) which it can directly operate on, iIt is lacking with regard to the dialogue with other relevant
actors and it has the mission to enhance the common good: better than others it can see the wider
framework of Energy efficiency, which is linked to social impact.
Further actions not yet specified are the strengthening of the public-private partnerships and the
regulation revision, for example by introducing compulsory rules to make Energy efficiency
interventions from optional to mandatory. Emilia-Romagna Region has already applied similarly the
Itaca Protocol.
The most promising solutions should focus on aggregating multiple actors in different areas: finance
and public sector, to deliver large scale projects and share the risk; different operators in the supply
chain, to deliver integrated deep renovation projects, different owners, in order to scale the size of the
projects.
Finally, in the report that summarize BUILD CONNECTION results (Annex A), Nomisma identified the
following four “need-areas”:
1. Technical certification: third party certification could increase investors confidence
2. Financial certification: third party certification would repair the lack of competences from
both banks and enterprises
3. Public guarantee: a guarantee tool could mitigate the risk making all operators collectively
responsible
4. Incentive stabilization: it’s important to create the stable framework where strategy could be
settled up.

4.2.2 Solution Focus
Selection process
The process of selection included three steps that progressively narrowed down the solutions to be
implemented within the Emilia-Romagna context.
First of all, the results of the consultation phase, that included the BUILD CONNECTION roundtables
(September-November 2016), the online-survey and the interviews to selected stakeholders
(November 2016 -March 2017) brought to a longlist of solutions (summary table above) and
identification of relevant projects that frame their feasibility (Annex B).
Secondly, the National Event that launched BUILD LAB platform in March 2017, was the occasion to
broaden the scenario through a national perspective, confront the consultation phase results with
other experiences and, at the same time, start identifying the most promising solutions. The
standardisation of procedures to collect data, realize good quality projects and evaluate, and the
valuation of positive externalities that increase the attractivity of investments in renovation beside
energy efficiency emerged as new important input for BUILD LAB activities.
Lastly, the meetings with the Regional Minister for Economy and Development, Energy and Green
Economy, Post-Earthquake Reconstruction and the General Director Knowledge Economy, Labor and
Enterprise, beside the official engagement and commitment to support the platform activities in the
long-term, allowed to select the main needs and targets of interest of Emilia-Romagna Region:
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respectively the definition of a guarantee fund and a focus on the private building stock.
Some of the identified solutions were rejected, because of different levels of action (e.g. national
instead of regional) or too long timing of application: for instance, the securitisation of eco-bonuses
by banks and the deep renovation incentives are measures to be taken by the central government
while the spread of planning culture in the public sector is a long-term process.
Platform focus
Given the analysis above, the Emilia-Romagna strategy that will be implemented through BUILD LAB
revolves around 3 main pillars:
1. Guarantee fund: study of a financial tool for the risk sharing between public and private
actors
2. Standardisation of procedures/process for the renovation or the demolition and
reconstruction of private and publicly managed building stock
3. Territorial marketing that includes both the awareness and competences raising
The largest impact is expected from the first and second pillar.
In addition to these pillars, new organizational and methodological measures have to be planned in
order to achieve the requested leap in scale to unlock the energy efficiency investments:
coordination and cooperation between the actors involved in the renovation of buildings have to be
supported by a process of standardisation that allows the replication of good practices. A new model
to finance effectively should be at the same time sufficiently standardized to be trustable by financial
institutions and applicable in a great variety of cases.

4.2.3 Selected Solutions
The solutions presented below will be further developed together with our stakeholders and
implemented and/or tested in the framework of the BuildInterest project. This selection is not fixed. More
working groups (GOTs) may be started up by BUILD LAB, depending on stakeholder interest.

GUARANTEE FUND
Description of the solution
The guarantee fund is a risk-sharing mechanism that provides commercial banks with partial
coverage of risk exposure against loans issued for energy efficiency projects. This tool aims at
increasing availability and reducing cost of capital for energy efficiency investments, incentives to
improve conditions of commercial energy efficiency financing, increased cost-effectiveness of energy
efficiency technologies.
Motivation for selection
By acting on the credit enhancement, the guarantee fund would support financing of energy
efficiency projects. The main innovative features of the GF include:
●
●

address credit risk and transaction structuring barriers to energy efficiency finance by publicprivate risk sharing
improved engagement of finance sector: the GF could incentive financial institutions lending
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●
●
●
●

high potential for replication and upscaling: by reducing the risk of investment, the GF may
help the starting up of bigger renovation projects
mitigating the risk perception associated with the adoption of new technologies and new
business models associated with energy efficiency projects
multiplier effect
revolving nature

The motivations for the selection are a strong interest from both finance, public authorities and
enterprises, that would be evaluated for the quality of the project instead of their financial solidity
and multiple interests from different Regional Ministers.
The fact that this is the first experience in the Emilia-Romagna Region could be an obstacle: however,
there are other experiences at the national level (National Guarantee Fund for SMEs) and regional
level (from Regione Marche, implemented, and another one from Regione Lombardia that has not
been implemented) that can be previously analyzed and capitalized.

THIRD-PARTY TECHNICAL and FINANCIAL CERTIFICATION
Description of the solution
The creation/identification of a third-party organization or infrastructure that provides for both
technical and financial certification is aimed at repairing the uncertainty related to the energy savings
and expected cash-flows: this solution could be seen as a preliminary service that marks a good quality
project ready for investment or provide for advisory so to improve technical and financial aspects of
the project. In particular, this solution is strongly connected to the need of procedure standardisation
and thresholds identification: when is better to finance renovation and when
Demolition&Reconstruction?
Motivation for selection
This solution addresses multiple needs from different categories:
-

-

-

for banks, a third-party certification would be a sort of pre-screening that allow a more easily
evaluation of investment readiness. Financial institutions in fact see a strong potential in
energy efficiency, but in order to trust the energy efficiency investments they need an
independent service to assess and technically certify the interventions, since for them
uncertainty means that they are not able to estimate the real obtainable savings and the
expected cash flows
for companies, this kind of advisory-service would increase their projects financeability and be
a learning-tool that would improve their competences and capacity to deliver high quality
projects
for house-owners, the benefits are indirect and connected to the reduced timing of
intervention and clear understanding of the advantages of the project, since it has been
already verified and certified

For these reasons this solution is innovative for the Italian context since it would generate:
-

cost and time-effective projects
increased trustability of energy efficiency projects
a standardized model to evaluate projects that increase energy efficiency and sustainability of
buildings that can be replicated
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The solution has never been implemented in the Emilia-Romagna Region and by a single entity that
collects both technical and financial expertise.
Possible obstacles to the implementation of the solution are:
-

the availability of pilots that can be used as exemplary cases
the availability of interested organizations that agree on share their projects, data and
information
the organization of interdisciplinary working groups that deliver in a short time high-level
contributions

COMMUNICATION AND MARKETING STRATEGY
Description of the solution
The communication and marketing strategy is aimed at increasing the understanding of what is a
good renovation project, how it could be realized in an economically and environmentally
sustainable way and which kind of benefits it may generate in terms of collective well-being and
private interests, especially with reference to the increasing value of the property.
The creation of an awareness campaign implies at first the definition of different targets (enterprises,
final users, public sector) and the recognition of the cultural-informative needs of these targets.
Secondly, a communication strategy foresees the planning of the messages, the communication tools
and channels.
Motivation for selection
A targeted communication would address two main barriers:
-

the scarcity of (good-quality) information: there is a lack about financial tools available for
building renovations, new technologies, services and products that innovate the sector
reducing the uncertainty of energy savings and effectiveness of renovation works. There is a
strong information gap that should be addressed by providing products with very detailed and
guaranteed costs, timing and savings and also by developing a more efficient way to collect
and share data on actual consumption of families and apartment buildings. There is urgency
to identify new way to talk about energy efficiency: this would tackle the problem of the so
called “behavioral economics” from home-owners: at the moment they are unable to
understand the real advantages of renovation interventions in terms of final consumptions,
timing of the intervention and value-added to the asset.
- the difficulty of finance, supply, policy makers and final users to speak the same language
when dealing with energy efficiency interventions. A better understanding of what each
category intends and expects from others would enhance a profitable collaboration and the
reduction of
A marketing campaign that promotes integrated products, with clear costs and benefits, would
facilitate innovative companies to distinguish, increasing the competitiveness in the market.
To reach a great variety of targets and realize a consistent campaign that can be adopted at a large scale
are the main obstacles: the commitment of the regional authority is therefore needed.
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Part II - Implementation
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5.

BUILD LAB

BUILD LAB - Innovation and Finance Lab for Sustainable Buildings, is the first platform in the EmiliaRomagna Region (Italy) that facilitates the dialogue among the operators of energy efficiency sector,
supports the development of tools and concrete models to improve the quality and financeability of
energy efficiency initiatives.
Before BUILD LAB was conceived there was no infrastructure in Emilia-Romagna Region dedicated to
the dialogue facilitation between finance and building sector stakeholders.
There were instead two different places for aggregation of construction sector stakeholders:
1. Construction platform within the High Technology Network of Emilia-Romagna
Region: managed by ASTER, it collected the regional research laboratories and innovation
centres with the aim of transferring innovation and technologies from research to business.
2. Building and Construction working group: led directly by the regional government, it
engaged all construction chain representatives, with the scope of collecting urgent needs and
problems related to the the building economic crisis.
The rethink of the High Technology Network platforms towards a better integration and
implementation of the regional S3 (Smart Specialization Strategy) brought to the definition of the
Associations CLUST-ER of Emilia-Romagna Region, where research and innovation centres are directly
collaborating with enterprises. Within the Constructions CLUST-ER, energy efficiency was identified
as one of the most promising areas of market development.
On the other side, from the Building and Construction working group there was a lack of concrete
output and proposals.
Basing on this context, the need for a place where to identify innovative solutions related to energy
efficiency financing emerged strongly: in particular it had to be capable of ensuring the collaborative
dialogue between all categories involved in the construction and renovation of buildings (planners,
constructors, policy makers, property owners and managers, energy managers, financers, etc.),
usually isolated and stuck within their own market segment.
Stakeholders engaged supported therefore the launch of a financing platform with these purposes.
After the consultation BUILD CONNECTION, the platform was branded BUILD LAB and launched on
the 10th of March in Bologna, within the event “Financing, Innovating, Integrating – BUILD LAB: the
place to relaunch the building renovation market”.
Build Lab thus provides the required infrastructure to work on the implementation of the solutions as
selected in year 1.
BUILD LAB has a regional focus; however the laboratory gets information and inspiration from other
national and European experiences and disseminates its results beyond the Emilia-Romagna Region.
Its regional advisory capacity is strengthened by a problem-solving approach: the engagement of
relevant stakeholders allows to define a strategic roadmap, while the definition of vertical focuses
enables to overcome the bottlenecks identified (see section “Barriers”).
BUILD LAB gets together in one place:
● manufacturers, builders, developers, construction services companies, ESCOs, design firms
● apartment building administrators and owners (building users)
● social housing associations, community cooperatives,
● policy makers and technicians from local government (Municipalities and Emilia-Romagna
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●
●
●

Region)
real estate agencies, property valuation professionals
financial institutions, investors and insurance companies
public and private research laboratories and entities, regional, National and international
agencies working in the field of energy efficiency and sustainability in constructions

BUILD LAB addresses the following needs:
● aggregate the actors of the value chain of energy efficiency in constructions, by creating an
acknowledged place/infrastructure for networking, integration and collaboration
● reduce the risk of investments in buildings refurbishment, by working on risk-sharing among
the operators through both public and private led instruments
● increase the knowledge of the technical, legal and financial aspects of successful retrofit
projects, by evincing evidences from pilot cases and providing for tailor-made solutions to
specific issues in the field
● increase the awareness of the benefits, feasibility and economic sustainability of buildings
refurbishments by the private owners, by working on targeted communication and
marketing campaigns
For all these reasons, the distinctive features of BUILD LAB are:
● A strategic positioning: a strong commitment from the Emilia-Romagna Region and the
connection to the Italian and European most influencing stakeholders in the field of finance
and innovation for sustainable buildings and cities make BUILD LAB a steering platform for
promoting new policies and new financial instruments definition and application
● A unique aggregation of actors involved in the building renovation process: within BUILD LAB
the proximity to operators from the demand, supply and finance side allows industrial-level
alliances to face all together the market bottlenecks
● Two levels of engagement: participating to BUILD LAB means to be part of a wide Community
(1), where to share knowledge and enable proactive networking and to be called as expert
and engaged in the Thematic-Operative Groups (2), to discuss and deliver effective proposals
One section of the online-survey (see chapter 3) asked to express an opinion about the usefulness of
a place where finance and construction sector could meet: the majority of the people who answered
believe that it’s useful to structure conditions for the exchange and confrontation between finance
and building sector.
According to survey results, the most relevant categories that should participate to BUILD LAB works,
should be the financial institutions and investors, ESCOs, enterprises from the construction sector
and related services, professionals, public entities and category associations. Finance stakeholders
said that also citizen may be interesting to engage, while other categories preferred enterprises and
finance sector.
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6.

Platform strategy

This chapter describes how the financing platform BUILD LAB is structured and managed. The last section
presents a plan for continuation of the platform beyond the lifetime of the BuildInterest project.

6.1 Structure of the platform
BUILD LAB is organized over three levels of aggregation, engagement and collaboration between the
stakeholders: Steering Committee (SC), Topic Oriented Groups (GOT) and Community. This subdivision
enhances the advisory capacity of the Lab maintaining a high representativity, a strategic leadership
and an openness to regional, national and international networks.

Steering Committee - SC
Definition and functions: it is the technical-scientific agency of BUILD LAB with strategic orientation
functions. It defines the roadmap from objectives to actions by:
- validating the BUILDINTEREST roadmap (D4.2)
- defining the priority actions and the characteristics of the pilot cases to work on
- deciding upon the communication strategy
- deciding upon the evolution and continuity of BUILD LAB beyond the BUILDINTEREST project
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Composition: it is formed by:
- a fixed group of 8 stakeholders with institutional role and valuable expertise at the regional
and national level
- Local Antennas: a revolving group made up of representatives of each category involved in the
renovation process (construction enterprises, financial institutions, private buildings
managers, social housing managers, multi-utilities/ESCOs)
- National Antennas: other relevant national stakeholders to refer to such as Ministries that can
be involved for dissemination of results
The access to the Steering Committee is restricted, the number is fixed at 15 participants at maximum
and the participants are selected by ASTER with the support of the Emilia-Romagna Region.

Topic Oriented Groups - GOTs
Definition and functions: each GOT focuses on a topic, with the aim of draft a proposal (e.g. guidelines
for the realization of a regional guarantee fund for energy efficiency measures) to be presented at first
to the SC, and after its approval to the Regional Ministry.
It supplies a technical and financial advisory by integrating the expertise from financial institutions,
construction companies, energy managers, responsible for building certification. The activities that it
could carry on are: feasibility studies, best/worst cases mapping, online/offline surveys, interviews,
market analysis, pilot cases analysis, reporting.
In their first phase the GOTs work on exemplary cases that could help the standardisation of an
investment scheme for renovation: for this reason, they will focus on the financial-technical model for
private residential buildings and for managed buildings like social housing.
Composition: each GOT is formed by
- “internal” experts nominated by the SC
- “external” experts convened on the basis of specific needs (e.g. lack of internal expertise, need
for the presentation of exemplary cases from abroad)
- stakeholders who bring to the attention of the working group a real pilot as a study case

Community
Definition and functions: it’s the network where all the organizations interested in the activities of
BUILD LAB can share information, participate to the works of the laboratory and be informed of the
outcomes. The exchange of information happens mainly online. However, to be part of the Community
means also to be selected for the GOTs works.
Networking, best practices sharing, online consultations (inputs and feedbacks for the GOTs),
communication campaign launch and results dissemination are the activities that will be conducted at
the Community level.
Composition: the Community is formed by
- Professional associations
- Category associations
- Trade Unions
- Enterprises, such as construction companies and companies that produce, supply or install
materials,
products,
components,
systems
or
services
for
building
construction/renovation/demolition
- Professionals: architects, engineers, energy managers, etc.
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-

Local public authorities
Social housing associations

In order to be part of the Community each organization or participant has to register with an online
form. Participation is open without restrictions and the Community broadening to national and
International organization is strongly encouraged.

6.2 Governance of the platform
ASTER
ASTER is the coordinator of BUILD LAB and referee for the Region and all the organizations and
individuals involved in the activities of the laboratory.
This role is justified considering:
- its institutional mission
- its nature of Consortium for innovation and technology transfer of Emilia-Romagna: its
partners are the Emilia-Romagna Regional Government, the six Universities and the National
Research Centres located in the region (the National Research Council-CNR, the Italian
National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development-ENEA,
the National Institute for Nuclear Physics-INFN), the Regional Union of Chambers of
Commerce, working in collaboration with regional Business Associations and Innovation
Centres
- the role of coordinator of the High Technology Network
- the experience in the promotion and facilitation of networks and intersector matchmaking
(SPINNER consortium, Emilia-Romagna Startup, FinancER)
- its participation to international networks and initiatives: Enterprise Europe Network,
Vanguard
ASTER will:
- control the quality of the works of the Steering Committee, the GOTs and the alignment
between roadmap and activities implementation
- ensure synergies between BUILD LAB and the activities conducted by the other financing
platform within the BUILDINTEREST project
- be responsible of the Community management, communication and dissemination of results
- “translate” BUILD LAB results and impacts for the purposes of BUILDINTEREST project
- disseminate BUILD LAB outcomes to regional, national and international networks
- plan the continuity of BUILD LAB beyond the BUILDINTEREST project.

Technical advisor
A technical advisor will be identified through a tender notice. The supplier should have expertise in
socio-economical analysis and competences in the field of energy efficiency and sustainability
investments and financial tools.
This organization will:
- support ASTER in the preliminary activities of BUILD LAB: state of the art analysis, best cases
mapping
- facilitating the GOTs and the SC sessions
- support ASTER in the organization of the BUILD LAB meetings and public events and promotion
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-

-

of the activities
suggest national experts and stakeholders to involve within the the working groups and/or the
Community:
reporting the results of the GOTs by preparing guidelines and policy advices for the EmiliaRomagna Region in terms of financial tools and measures for energy efficiency and building
renovation, elaborate a final report of the activities
support ASTER in the definition of options for the continuity of BUILD LAB as self-sustainable
platform

Emilia-Romagna Region
The Emilia-Romagna Region takes in charge the evolution from the already established “Building and
Construction working group” to the new BUILD LAB. The working group was activated in 2013 to tackle
the crisis that hits the construction sector from 2008 on, creating a place for consultation of all
economic and social parties involved, in particular the regional trade unions and cooperative alliance
in the building sector. The Emilia-Romagna Region is the main referee and beneficiary of the BUILD
LAB outputs.

6.3 Stakeholder involvement
The stakeholders will be engaged according to the structure of BUILD LAB: since the Steering
Committee is conceived as a scientific-committee and formed by a panel of experts selected by
ASTER in collaboration with the Emilia-Romagna Region (top-down), the two main places where the
stakeholders would be engaged are the GOTs and the Community.

Involvement of stakeholders within the GOTs
Stakeholders will be called to contribute to the working groups in the relation to the expertise
needed: the selection will be done basing of the availability in the Community network of the
required expertise, or else through a recommendation from the SC. Information on the composition
of the working groups will be transparent and therefore communicate to the Community with the
channels available.
For the conduction of the activities within the GOTs appropriate methodologies will be chosen in
order to obtain concrete results in a short number of meetings. The use of pilot cases will motivate
the stakeholders to actively participate to the working groups, considering the relevant shift from
theoretical analysis to real cases analysis.

Involvement of stakeholders within the Community
Stakeholders registered to the Community will be considered as participants to BUILD LAB activities
and therefore interested to receive information on its meetings, events, follows-up, results and next
steps. The engagement of the stakeholders within the Community will be ensured by a bilateral
exchange of information:
- From SC/GOTs to Community: constant reporting activity upon decisions taken, actions to be
implemented and results obtained; realization of online-surveys to collect inputs and
feedbacks from the Community to be used as preliminary study or to orient further activities
- From Community to SC/GOTs: participation to online-surveys in order to give contributions
to the activities
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The website will be the main tool to manage the Community: it would be important to capitalize the
experience of Green Build Invest Initiative and Euroquity, by using similar online platform in order to
maintain a common identity
In addition other communication tools could be used:
- webinars: to present results of BUILD LAB activities and give insights from European experts
- create a BUILD LAB Community linkedin group: to circulate relevant news and to establish
new collaborations
The registration of the participants to the Community will ensure the growing network monitoring.

Recruiting of new stakeholders to the Community
New stakeholders will be identified and engaged in the BUILD LAB Community by promoting the
ongoing activities and results through:
- targeted recruiting campaigns
- Regional suggestions with regard to innovative companies/organizations
- the participation of ASTER to sector European events, workshops, meetings (promoted by
EASME, by other European Projects, Climate-KIC, etc.)
- the organization of open-events for external contamination: a proposal could be the use of
the Spark methodology11: this facilitation methodology foresees the creation of working
groups with 10-12 participants, engaged by a coach and a rapporteur, experts in the use of
the “canvas” as facilitation tools (Business Model Canvas, Lean Model Canvas, etc.). It is
formed by three phases: SCAN, PLAN and ACT. Within the first one, themes and people to
involve are selected; then, in the “plan” phase, the facilitation group works with the selected
participants in a sort of preparatory sessions where objectives and expectations are planned
and the participants work as teams to present projects and ideas; finally, the “act” phase is
constituted by a final workshop where people work all together with the canvas selected.

6.4 Platform continuity
BUILD LAB is created within the framework of BUILDINTEREST as the Italian Financing Platform,
constituted at the regional level of the Emilia-Romagna Region.
The preliminary phase of consultation, called BUILD CONNECTION, allowed the definition of the
structure, objectives and functions of the laboratory through a collaborative discussion.
According to the opinions of the stakeholders consulted and to the expectations of the Emilia-Romagna
Region, BUILD LAB starts its activity with the shape of an observatory, aimed at analysing and
monitoring good practices to learn from, toward a so called “pilot” lab where the identification of
replicable solutions is done through the study of real cases.
The laboratory will test in the first year of activity its advisory capacity trying to standardise methods
and communication tools. The expected evolution of BUILD LAB is described as follows:

11

http://www.aster.it/spar
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The starting point: BUILD LAB as permanent observatory
As “antenna” of regional needs and national and European opportunities, BUILD LAB transforms the
collaborative dialogue already started with the stakeholders of BUILD CONNECTION into a structured
and results-based task force with short and medium-terms objectives (from 3 month to 1 year).

The evolution in the first year: BUILD LAB as pilots factory
BUILD LAB identifies pilot cases that help to evaluate the application of new financial tool and
investment schemes: from theory to practice, this first evolution of the lab enable the definition of
solutions focused on the regional needs.
Several parallel experiences merge into the frame of BUILD LAB and can help the identification of pilot
cases and innovations in the sector:
1. Regional Urban Law Working Groups: one of the groups focuses on long-term financial tools
and services for urban regeneration and building stock reuse
2. Green2Build Value Chain of CLUST-ER Building and Constructions of Emilia-Romagna Region:
ASTER supported the Emilia-Romagna Region to identify the regional Technological Priorities
of the Smart Specialization Strategy. Within the RIS3 framework the process of creation of the
regional Clusters (CLUST-ER) as aggregations between research centers and enterprises
focused on strategic areas have begun.
3. Collaborations activated with several European Projects:
a. BUILD UPON: the project produced important national guidelines to take account of
in order to link the regional activities of BUILD LAB with the national perspective
b. ABRACADABRA: it aims at demonstrating to the key stakeholders and financial
investors the attractiveness of a new renovation strategy. This is based on AdoRe,
intended as one (or a set of) Assistant Building unit(s) – like aside or façade addictions,
rooftop extensions or even an entire new building construction, with the aim of
reducing the initial investment allocated for the deep renovation of the existing
building creating an up-grading synergy between old and new.
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The evolution beyond BUILDINTEREST: BUILD LAB as service
The long-term objective is to understand the feasibility of the evolution of BUILD LAB from pilots
factory to service provider: how to standardize the function of advisory task force to unlock of market
bottlenecks?
ASTER has already experience in managing similar services: FinancER is an example of an initiative that
elaborates a first investor readiness screening of business plans from start-ups and innovative
companies, allowing the matchmaking between enterprises and investors.
In order to guarantee the continuity of BUILD LAB, whether Pilots Factory or Service Provider, several
actions would be planned:
- European call monitoring and participation in order to improve the market-readiness of the
laboratory, engage new stakeholders, activate new GOTs and strengthen internal
competences
- Periodic regional meetings to ensure the correspondence of BUILD LAB activities to the needs
of the Region
The self-sustainability of BUILD LAB could be guaranteed by private or public funding, depending on
the targets of its services:
- through the fees paid by the associated members who would benefit from the services
of BUILD LAB: the interest of several organizations has already been collected in this regard
but a market survey should be further planned to define a detailed business plan
- through public contributions from the Region since the service would enlighten other
regional activities by allowing projects evaluation, stakeholders consultation and policy
advisory and supporting the government to reach environmental and socio-economic goals.
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7.

Implementation Plan

This chapter will outline the approach to implementing the most promising solutions in year 2 of the
BuildInterest project. This will involve a concrete work plan to implement the selected solutions.
Implementing a solution within the framework of BuildInterest means that stakeholders are actively
using a solution through involvement of BuildInterest as initiator, facilitator, moderator etc.
The Annex E integrates the following implementation plans for selected solutions through a Gantt
Chart where it’s possible to visualize all the activities planned for the Year 1 of BUILD LAB.
In particular the activities are divided into three types: strategy, operativity, events and meetings.
Each activity is located within a specific level of BUILD LAB (see chapter 6.1):
- SC: Steering Committee
- GOT: Topic-Oriented Group
- COM: Community
For each activity responsible subjects are identified (see chapter 6.2):
- ASTER
- TEC: technical advisor
- ER: Emilia-Romagna Region
- BI: BUILDINTEREST Consortium

7.1 Implementation plan for selected solutions
This chapter will outline for each of the selected solutions how implementation will be ensured.

GUARANTEE FUND
Description of the solution
The guarantee fund is a risk-sharing mechanism that provides commercial banks with partial
coverage of risk exposure against loans issued for energy efficiency projects. This tool aims at
increasing availability and reducing cost of capital for energy efficiency investments, incentives to
improve conditions of commercial energy efficiency financing, increased cost-effectiveness of energy
efficiency technologies.
Required support for implementation
The involvement of the Emilia-Romagna Region is needed, in particular of the Financial Tools
Development Unit within the Directorate Knowledge Economy, Labor and Enterprise, since they are
the responsible for the implementation of new financial tools. A support from this Unit is required to
obtain information about legislative and financial constraints and set therefore the “borderconditions” of the guarantee fund.
In order to draft a proposal that suits the needs of demand, supply and finance, the engagement of a
diversified group of stakeholders, who may represent the interests and the point of view of all
categories involved is required: banks, construction enterprises, ESCOs and multi-utilities, property
managers and owners representatives.
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This solution intersects other regional interests and initiatives, such as the Regional Minister of
Transports, Infrastructures, Land planning and Digital Agenda: in particular the proposal for the new
Regional Urban Law contains suggestions regarding guarantee fund that could be created to enhance
the process of urban regeneration. A support from the group that is working on the implementation
of the new urban law is strongly recommended.
BUILDINTEREST project can help the implementation of this solution by enabling the exchange of
European best practices through the activation of targeted contacts, for instance organizations, in
particular public authorities, that have already a valuable experience in the field of implementing
guarantee funds.
At the moment the solution is not ready for replication, since the regional proposal for a Guarantee
Fund is still to be planned.
Implementation Plan*
*The implementation plan for each solution follows a common methodology determined by the
structure of BUILD LAB (see chapter 6.1). This methodology foresees:
1. State of the art analysis: collection of successful practices to learn from
2. Organization of topic-oriented working group (GOT): a selected panel of intersectoral
stakeholders with expertise in the topic draft a feasibility study basing on the study of pilot
cases (a group of apartment buildings, a neighbourhood to regenerate where to apply the
solution)
3. Involvement in the operative working groups of high profile experts selected by the Steering
Committee (see chapter 6.3)
4. Continuous consultation (see chapter 6.3): input and feedbacks collection from the broaden
Community of stakeholders, before and after the GOT sessions with online-offline tools
For the implementation of the guarantee fund solution, the analysis of the state of the art includes at first
the Italian experiences of Regione Marche and Regione Lombardia and the Dutch experience: contacts
with referees of these experiences will be established.
Final objective of the GOT will be to identify policy recommendations for the realization of the Guarantee
Fund and possible links to other financial tools that could be activated and integrated to it (such as ERDF
funding within the Axes 1 and 4 of Regional Operative Programme).

THIRD-PARTY TECHNICAL and FINANCIAL CERTIFICATION
Description of the solution
The creation/identification of a third-party organization or infrastructure that provides for both technical
and financial certification is aimed at repairing the uncertainty related to the energy savings and expected
cash-flows: this solution could be seen as a preliminary service that marks a good quality project ready for
investment or provide for advisory so to improve technical and financial aspects of the project.
The two objects will be:
- residential privately owned buildings
- residential publicly managed buildings (social housing)
Required support for implementation
The implementation of the solution will be guaranteed by:
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the support of a technical advisor that can facilitate the technical discussion among experts of
technical and financial certification
the involvement of the “technical side” of the renovations: innovative construction companies,
energy service companies, certification institutions like Green Building Council,
the involvement of the “financial side” of the renovations: banks, insurance companies
the involvement of the “property side” of the renovations: property managers and home-owners
representatives, property valuation experts

Among them, stakeholders have to be convinced to bring their concrete experiences and project (best
and worst case) to be used as test cases for the discussion.
BUILDINTEREST project should reinforce the capacity of BUILD LAB to find up-to-date solutions by
providing suggestions from other European contexts that have market and building stock conditions
similar to the Emilia-Romagna case. Furthermore the project should promote the results achieved within
the European network of project financed by the call Energy Efficiency.

Implementation Plan*
*The implementation plan for each solution follows a common methodology determined by the
structure of BUILD LAB (see chapter 6.1). This methodology foresees:
1. State of the art analysis: collection of successful practices to learn from
2. Organization of topic-oriented working group (GOT): a selected panel of intersectoral
stakeholders with expertise in the topic draft a feasibility study basing on the study of pilot
cases (a group of apartment buildings, a neighbourhood to regenerate where to apply the
solution)
3. Involvement in the operative working groups of high profile experts selected by the Steering
Committee (see chapter 6.3)
4. Continuous consultation (see chapter 6.3): input and feedbacks collection from the broaden
Community of stakeholders, before and after the GOT sessions with online-offline tools
BUILD LAB constitutes the infrastructure that is going to provide for technical and financial certification
and will experiment in the first year of activity its regional advisory capacity. In order to ensure the
implementation of the solution, the following actions are needed:
 publication of a call to select a subcontractor that is going to help ASTER in the management of
BUILD LAB activities, in particular providing technical support to the works of the GOTs
 publication of a call of interest to select pilot cases that can be object of analysis within the GOTs
 identification of referees for the GOTs
 constant communication with the Region: a reporting activity and periodic meetings with the
Regional referees are needed in order to verify the quality of the outputs and receive timely
feedbacks
Two GOTs will be activated at first in order to implement the solution (see chapter 6.1) upon two focuses:
 Residential buildings privately owned: apartment buildings
 Residential buildings publicly managed: social housing

COMMUNICATION AND MARKETING STRATEGY
Description of the solution
The communication and marketing strategy is aimed at increasing the understanding of what is a
good renovation project, how it could be realized in an economically and environmentally
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sustainable way and which kind of benefits it may generate in terms of collective well-being and
private interests, especially with reference to the increasing value of the property.
Required support for implementation
The realization of the proposed solution is possible if BUILD LAB is able to create, beside an offline
working community of selected stakeholders, also an online actively engaged community. In order to
obtain this results the following supports are needed:
 a working group that is (partly) dedicated to the BUILD LAB community management
 support for the creation of the webpage that is cost-effective, user-friendly and easily
manageable
In order to ensure the efficacy of this solution, a community of active/committed stakeholders has
already to be settle: furthermore it has to be sufficiently representative to be a multiplier that can share
the messages within larger networks.
BUILDINTEREST project can help the implementation of the solution by disseminating the messages
through the European networks and channels already activated; the requested support from the partners
involves the valorisation of the technical competences and tools available, like social media management,
webinars structuring, online platform creation and management and the networking opportunities. A
good example of community management is given by the Dutch platform Green BuildInvest
(https://www.greenbuildinvest.nl).

Implementation Plan
Contrary to what happens for the other solutions, the communication and marketing strategy is a
cross-cutting solution whose implementation needs to be transversal.
At the moment the creation of a website of BUILD LAB is determining for the implementation of the
solution: for this reason, this would be the first action to be taken. At the same time, invitations to
participate have to be sent to stakeholders and groups of stakeholders (for instance trade unions,
category associations, professional associations and innovative enterprises).
The analysis conducted so far (stakeholders analysis, market analysis, barriers and solutions
identification, stakeholders consultation) will be capitalized in order to identify which kind of
informative needs and information gaps the different targets (enterprises, financial
institutions/investors, property manager, home-owners, policy makers, public authorities,
professionals) may have.
Secondly, messages, communication tools and channels will be planned and disseminated: the
information obtained by the work of the GOTs and through the engagement of the Community will
form the base of contents to disseminate.

7.2 Monitoring
BuildInterest project partner ECN drafted a strategy for the monitoring of the project impact. The
indirect impact comes from the stakeholder dialogue. The direct impact of BUILD LAB will be mainly
determined through the:
1. Guarantee fund potential for triggering investments
2. Pilot cases: potential for replication of each pilot case is measured (considering type of
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building stock, investments, replicability, relevance of the promoters) and depending on the
involvement of BUILD LAB a percentage of “responsibility” is identified (10-20-30…100%)

7.3 Planning
The foreseen timing for the activities described in chapter 6 and 7 is presented in the Gantt Charts below:
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1.

Introduction

The final objective of the Buildinterest project is to create a permanent unit – a Regional financing
platform - that can support the development of the market potential of the “sustainable constructions”
sector. The first phase of this process has been the involvement of a group of relevant regional
stakeholders who operate at different levels (construction companies, banks, regional policy-makers,
private investors, house-owners) with the aim of collecting their opinions and suggestions on what are
the real market needs and on what policies could foster such market.
In order to do that, a series of focus groups has been organized. The present executive summary
represents a synthesis of the main findings of this consultation process.

2.

Market analysis: key data

2.1 Demand
According to the last census, 14,452,680 buildings exist in Italy, of which 84.3% have residential
purposes. The total amount of residential units is 31,208,161, of which 77.4% is actually inhabited.
Most significantly, 56% of residential buildings has been built before the 1970s, when the first seismic
(Law 1086 in 1971) and energy efficiency (Law 376 in 1976) regulations were introduced.
As for the public administration assets, although not all data is made public, the most accounts
estimate that the Public Administrations own 800,000 buildings for a total of more than 300 millions
of square meters. Most of these buildings are used for schools (71.8 millions square meters) and offices
(34.8 millions of square meters).
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Figure 1 – Number of residential units by years of construction - %

Source: Census Istat 2011
As for the performance of the construction sector, the economic crisis has not only caused a severe
contraction of investments in new residential buildings, but it has also re-oriented the market towards
a new direction. In fact, in 2015, roughly 72% of total production in the construction sector (165 billions
of euros) has stemmed from extraordinary maintenance, which has continuously increased since 2004,
even during the crisis.
In short, the construction sector has survived the crisis thanks to the increase in the demand of energy
efficiency interventions. Proof of that is also the significant number of requests for fiscal deductions
for such interventions, which amounted to more than 2 millions between 2007 and 2014.
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Figure 2 – Investments in residential constructions (Milions of €) - (base year = 2010)

Source: ANCE elaborations on ISTAT data

2.2 Supply
Energy efficiency interventions should be promoted, other than by construction companies, by a
specific category of companies called Energy Service Companies (ESCos), which operate exactly with
the purpose of reducing the energy consumption of buildings. ESCos foster these kind of interventions
by proposing energy efficiency projects to companies as well as single households, taking care of all
organizational aspects and then sharing the savings with the client.
In spite of the existence of several ESCos, much of the investments in energy efficiency in Italy is still
promoted “in house”, meaning that enterprises manage the interventions by themselves. In 2015
ESCOs promoted only 654 millions of euros of investments in energy efficiency on a total of 5.63 billions
of euros spent on energy efficiency. A similar trend is seen also in Public Administration buildings,
where ESCos have a market share of roughly 15%.
The reason why ESCos are not working properly in the Italian market is first of all linked to the structural
dimension of these enterprises: 79% of Italian ESCos has less than 5 million euros of revenues per year,
making them inadequate to develop an aggressive business model, as well as to participate in public
bids

Table 1 – Italian ESCos profile
GROUP 1
Less than 5 mln €
of revenues
Number of companies
Average revenues

GROUP 2
Revenues between
5 and 12.5 mln €

GROUP 3
More than 12.5
mln €

79%

6%

15%

0.576 mln €

83 mln €

210 mln €
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Average Net Assets Value

0.378 mln €

1.8 mln €

55 mln €

Average EBIT

0.005 mln €

0.04 mln €

2.4 mln €

Source: Nomisma, 2015

2.3 Policy
The most relevant policy tool that has been used to trigger the energy efficiency market in Italy is fiscal
deductions. In 2014 alone, roughly 300,000 requests have been submitted to this specific mechanism,
which allows to get back more than half the value of the interventions in a ten year span.
In spite of its success, there are at least two elements that are still preventing this policy tool from
exploiting its full potential. The first one is the difficulty to promote interventions in apartment
buildings with multiple owners, due to the difficulty of finding a collective agreement.
The second critical element is the absence of an incentive to conduct deep retrofitting interventions.
In fact, most energy efficiency interventions in the past years have been activated to substitute
windows, which is less expensive but also less effective in terms of reduction of energy consumptions.
In 2014, 209,000 requests for fiscal deductions have been activated for the substitution of windows,
on a total amount of requests of 299,000.

2.4 Financing
What is the role of the financial system in the energy efficiency sector? On the one hand, banks are
strongly interested in the potential market, and they are already financing small private interventions:
in the second semester of 2016 roughly 35% of loans to families have been granted to activate energy
efficiency interventions12.
On the other hand, banks remain cautious, especially with regard to bigger interventions, where they
are unable to assess the real risks and benefits of the operations.

3.

Results of the focus groups

3.1 Methodology
A series of three focus groups have been activated to support the Buildinterest project in identifying
strategies and tools to unlock the potential market of energy efficiency.
The meetings have been held in three separate moments: September, October and November 2016.
The first meeting has focused on the state of the art of energy efficiency in Italy: what are the tools
that are available today to activate energy efficiency interventions and what are the obstacles to such

12

Osservatorio Prestiti Online
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interventions?
The second meeting has focused on which solutions the participants and their companies were
promoting to tackle this potential market, if any.
The third meeting has focused on what collective solutions and new business models could be fostered
to promote the market potential of energy efficiency.

Table 2 – Participants of the focus groups
COMPANY
ACER Ferrara
ACER Reggio Emilia
BPER
CIRI Edilizia
Costruzione

DESCRIPTION
Management of Public Residential
Buildings
Management of Public Residential
Buildings
Financial institute

CATEGORY
DEMAND
DEMAND
FINANCE

Research lab

ANALYSIS

Fondazione Cariplo

Foundation

FINANCE

Energyway

Start-up

SUPPLY

Harley&Dikkinson

Financial arranger

SUPPLY

Manutencoop

Facility management

SUPPLY

Ongreening

Association

ANALYSIS

Prelios SGR

REIT

FINANCE /
DEMAND

Renovate Italy

Association

SUPPLY

Policy

POLICY

Regione EmiliaRomagna
SECI Real Estate
Sicrea
Sinloc
UniCredit

Real Estate Developer
Construction company
Consultancy
Financial institution

SUPPLY
SUPPLY
ANALYSIS
FINANCE

3.2 Key messages: what works and what doesn’t
FIRST MESSAGE. Uncertainty is blocking the market
For banks, uncertainty means that they are not able to estimate the real obtainable savings and the
expected cash flows. For companies who perform energy efficiency interventions, the uncertainty is
related to long-term returns and clients’ solvency. For house-owners, uncertainty means that they are
unable to understand the real advantages of such interventions in terms of final consumptions, timing
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of the intervention and value-added to the asset.
In this regard, there is a strong information gap that should be addressed by providing products with
very detailed and guaranteed costs, timing and savings and also by developing a more efficient way to
collect and share data on actual consumption of families and apartment buildings.

SECOND MESSAGE. A strong need of a public orientation
Public administrations can play a significant role. First of all, with regard to incentives and fiscal policy,
the policy-maker can activate mechanisms to promote deep-retrofitting rather than the simple
changing of windows.
Other than a better use of the fiscal tools, public administrations can be powerful agents through the
use of a public communication strategy to convey messages related to the common benefits of energy
savings and to define specific common objectives that can motivate the public opinion.

THIRD MESSAGE. There’s a lack of an integrated offer.
The potential market of energy efficiency is not fully developing because there are still too few
innovative businesses in this sector. To foster energy efficiency the future offer will have to put
together strong technical competences with a strong integration between the several companies that
are now active in this field (construction, energy, software, maintenance, finance).
On the other hand, energy efficiency is not the same for all customers: hotels, apartment buildings,
public offices, shopping malls, factories, they all present specific features that require the ability to
mold the interventions accordingly.

3.3 Recommendations for the development of the sector
FIRST MESSAGE. Policy must operate on three fronts
The policy-maker will have to act on the following factors:
a) Orientation of incentives and fiscal deductions towards deep-retrofitting
b) Marketing and public communication initiatives
c) Guarantee funds
SECOND MESSAGE. Banks can be involved by reducing the level of risk
Banks see a strong potential in energy efficiency, but they need two instruments:
a) The first is an independent service to assess and technically certify the interventions.
b) The second is the launch of public guarantee funds that would reduce the solvency risk and
therefore allow the banks to finance more projects
THIRD MESSAGE. Demand must be persuaded to aggregate
Small interventions are less attractive for banks. The aggregation of the demand in the form of a group
of municipalities or groups of apartment buildings could increase the interest of banks and reduce the
costs for the demand.
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FOURTH MESSAGE. Innovation is the main driver
Innovation in the case of energy efficiency means especially two things. First, successful companies
will have to be able to propose integrated products, with clear costs and benefits, that include
intervention, maintenance and management.
Secondly, a new set of marketing and communication strategies will be needed to communicate the
importance of such interventions in terms of collective well-being and private interests, especially with
reference to the increasing value of the property.

4.

Operational proposals for the Emilia-Romagna region

Indications for a strategic mission
Building on the indications that the focus groups conveyed, the Buildinterest project has the ambition
to expand its activities and become a reference point for the promotion of the energy efficiency market
at regional level.
Such “infrastructure”, that we have called BUILD LAB, should have the following characteristics:
▪
BUILD LAB as a regional reference point, with private participation but also public
commitment.
▪
BUILD LAB as a collective tool to identify business and policy models
▪
BUILD LAB as a cross-sector instrument to address the different needs of sustainability
and energy efficiency
▪
BUILD LAB as a sustainable and competent centre to evaluate and assess the feasibility
of projects
In this sense, the activities that BUILD LAB should be able to carry on are:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Independent technical certification of interventions
Certification of the economic and financial plans
Policy advice to promote public interventions when needed
Consultancy on the use of existing incentives and fiscal deductions

Figure 3 – Possible development scenarios for Build Lab
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Annex B – Stakeholder consultation
B1: Interview summaries










Adelaide Mondo - BPER
Paolo E. Foà – UniCredit Bank AG
Alessandro Battaglia - Comunità Solare
Francesco Guadagno – INTESA SAN PAOLO
Alessandro Ferraresi – UNICREDIT SPA
Elsa Arras – Federazione BCC E.R.
Enzo Bertolotti – Comune di Parma
Mauro Conti – BIT Spa
Matteo Farina - BANCO BPM SPA

All the interviews were conducted after the completion of the questionnaire “Investire in efficienza
energetica: dalle barriere alle proposte di cambiamento”.13

Interview to Adelaide Mondo – BPER
Corporate Responsible - DT Emilia Ovest BPER
15-09-2016 – 1h
Exploratory interview conducted by ASTER
Regione Emilia-Romagna
Interviewers:
Teresa Bagnoli, ASTER
Donata Folesani, ASTER
Elena Goldoni, ASTER
Serena Maioli, ASTER
Barriers
1. Difficulty to involve the hotel sector, despite the Energy refurbishment need, since there is a
different perspective from owners and managers of the buildings.
2. Apartment buildings are an interesting subject to consider due to the medium-size of the
projects, but there are still difficulties in delivering projects for a multiple-ownership building
(lack of experience and awareness of building managers)
3. Lack of a incentives stability
Experiences/solutions applied
1. BPER started to work with sustainability from the period of renewable sources incentives;
right now they developed a strong interest in Energy efficiency applied to the industrial

13

http://bit.ly/2dJicZq
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sector as well as residential
2. BPER will take advantage of an EIB tool: 80% of EIB funding for EE interventions funded by
76% by the bank for 20 years and guarantee to cover losses for the 16% of the enterprises
involved by the tool. The tool allows also 150h of training with EIB experts. With the tool
BPER will spend 50 million euro in 36 months for projects of 2 million each. Other European
banks that will use the tool will be BNP in France and Santander in Spain.
Further opportunities for collaboration
1. Subject to invite to Focus Group series of meetings
2. Long-term opportunities for collaborations related to all financial innovation activities
conducted by ASTER.

Interview to Paolo E. Foà – UniCredit Bank AG
Markets - Corporate & Investment Banking - UniCredit Bank AG, Milan Branch
08-11-2016 – 1,5 h
In-depth Skype interview , conducted by ASTER in collaboration with Nomisma
Interviewers:
Teresa Bagnoli, ASTER
Serena Maioli, ASTER
Federico Fontolan, Nomisma
Barriers
1. Fragmented building trade: when an enterprise or other subject present small projects, it’s
not the project that will be financed but the enterprise itself and this causes a problem
regarding the level of indebtedness of the enterprise
2. Solvency of tenants and small owners: a third guarantee party should intervene, such as the
Region through European Funds
3. Lack of financier awareness: in order to control that the investment is going to finance a
truly energy efficiency project, the bank has to find technical experts that can evaluate it and
this causes a cost raising
4. Poor efficacy of eco-bonuses: this is related to the fact that usually, eco-bonuses have been
used to pay the interest of refurbishment loan, in the case of small owners, or not used at all
by enterprises since they don’t know how many taxes they will have to pay.
Solutions
1. Aggregation of many projects or subject: responding to the first barrier
2. To enhance technology improvement in performance: this would address the uncertainty
associated with energy savings. Finance should find a third organisation to evaluate
technology quality and the supply should offer really energy efficient solutions.
3. Securitisation of eco-bonuses by banks: responding to the fourth barrier
4. ESCo inside the bank - Officine Verdi: it allow a third party/vision regarding quality of
interventions financed.
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5. Involve the regulators: responding to the fragmentation across to policy layers. If we know
immediately the specific law requirements decision making would be easier and solutions
replicable to other regions.
Successful projects and initiatives
1. The EEFIG (http://www.eefig.eu/) is working in a similar way to BUILD LAB with the group
work DEEP De-risk Energy Efficiency Platform, whose aim is to collect best practice and find
common criteria to evaluate projects and their performances. The group is creating a
database (at the moment they have collected 5600 projects) and is formed by enterprises,
ESCOs, technical experts, consultants and financial institutions (Unicredit and Cassa Depositi
e Prestiti are the Italian financial institutions involved).
2. Project finance with CONAD supermarket brand to make efficiency their market stores
Conditions to evolve the market
1. Share common models
2. Be open to dialogue, being conscious of the actors you’re talking to
3. Bring to the roundtable objective and precise data to talk about
BUILD LAB priority actions
1. Define the approach of the Laboratory, i.e. language and strategies regarding energy efficiency
(energy classes or nZEB?)
2. Clarify the objectives to be reached in the specific context, i.e. financing the apartment
building stock
3. Verify the need for public funding or other implementation needs
4. Invite the actors that can help accomplishing these goals.

Interview to Alessandro Battaglia – Centre for Local Solar Communities
18-11-2016 – 10-11:30
In-depth direct interview , conducted by ASTER
Interviewers: Serena Maioli, ASTER
HOME-OWNERS POORLY INFORMED
Demand is few informed and aware of energy efficiency and renovations: citizens put a lot of value to
the environment but without any effort to diminish energy consumption of the building they live in:
the motivations are two:
- they said they can’t because they don’t have the money to do it or
- they said they don’t know how to do it
There is a lack of an educator who knows about energy efficiency who’s able to help them
understanding how to manage a renovation, without a commercial approach.
INCAPABILITY TO COLLABORATE
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The operators of energy efficiency are not used to collaborate with each other and all of them now
want to offer a “half-full” package: who does energy audits now want to include also the technology
supply, the construction enterprise want to find the financing scheme as well, etc.). This situation
actually is an obstacle to the maximization of the renovation quality and, at the same time, hinder the
identification of a single representative.
TERRITORIAL MARKETING AND GUARANTEED FINANCIAL PLANS
Territorial marketing upon sustainability and energy efficiency has to be spread and made by a third
party organization who doesn’t have a commercial mission. Feasibility studies would be stronger if
guaranteed: however it’s important to take in consideration the diversity of the building stock,
property and renovations trying to avoid an excessive standardisation of business cases.
ENERGY EFFICIENCY TO RAISE THE HOUSING VALUE
The housing value is still separate from its energy class: it would be useful if energy retrofit would
directly affect the real estate value of dwellings. For instance, by identifying thresholds of energy
efficiency under which it’s impossible to rent a dwelling.

Interview to Francesco Guadagno – INTESA SAN PAOLO
Specialista per l’innovazione - Direzione Regionale Emilia Romagna Marche Abruzzo Molise
13-02-2017 – 16:00
In-depth Skype interview , conducted by ASTER
Interviewers: Elena Goldoni, ASTER
Skype interview held on February 13, 2017 at 16:00
THIS IS NOT A PROBLEM ABOUT FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS OR PUBLIC INCENTIVES
Financial instruments and incentives are available while the bureaucracy sets the main market barrier
to energy efficiency intervention.
BUREAUCRACY BARRIER
Regulation and procedures are a burden especially for the private tenants. There is little or no incentive
for the building owners in bearing the burden and costs of procedures to reap the benefit of reduced
energy cost.
OPPORTUNITY WITHOUT PROBLEMS
Suggested solutions:
- public tenders should be drafted with the assistance and the support of the relevant stakeholders
involved in the procedures i.e. legal department of a bank.
- as for incentives dedicated to private users, the procedures to get to the benefit should be entrusted
to the specialist who provide the service or the product (i.e. the installer provider or associations). This
could be also work as marketing opportunity.
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Interview to Elsa Arras – Federazione BCC E.R.
Relazioni Istituzionali e Convenzioni Federazione BCC E.R.
27-02-2017 – ore 15:30
In-depth telephone interview , conducted by ASTER
Interviewer: Elena Goldoni, ASTER
LACK OF A CLEAR REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Financial instruments supporting energy efficient requalification are available on the market.
Banks do not represent the beneficiaries of the incentives. They do not play an active role in the
procedures and intervene as third parties. They need clear and reliable rules securing the successful
completion of the bureaucratic procedures.
SOLUTION: TASK FORCE
The public entity concluding a framework agreement i.e. for the development of an urban site, has to
set a bureaucratic process with clear rules.
Therefore the bank could become an active player involved in the procedure. The collaboration would
help in highlight and eliminating the bureaucratic uncertainties that usually prevent the grant of a loan
and it would also facilitate the evaluation of the project.

Interview to Enzo Bertolotti – Comune di Parma
07/03/2017 – ore 15:00
In-depth telephone interview , conducted by ASTER
Interviewers: Elena Goldoni, ASTER
PUBLIC AUTHORITIES AS FACILITATORS
One of the most challenging barriers is the difficulty to communicate between the efficiency sector
and the finance sector. In order to make the process of renovation really feasible it’s the bureaucratic
procedures have to be clear and definite. For this reason the public authority cannot be just the funding
agency, but a facilitator who intervene through:
1. Urban regeneration and development strategy, within the regulatory framework
2. Stakeholders engagement and moderation
3. Information dissemination and culture over the energy efficiency language
For Parma Progetto Energia we identified three roles, that allow us to manage the process smoothly :
1. Parma municipality: the public authority who define the rules through a Memorandum of
Understanding
2. ATES, the local energy agency: the third-party controller who’s in charge of the preliminary
and final check of the accuracy of the procedures
3. The bank
RAISE DEMAND AWARENESS AND LEVERAGES
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The 50-60% of homeowners is made of elderly people, whose capacity of learning and time-to-decision
is longer than average citizen. Therefore to raise awareness and adapt the language to this target is
very important. The initiative we are leading (Parma Progetto Energia) is supported by a
communication campaign on social media and more traditional channels: the campaign is targeted to
the citizens but we would like to open it to the category associations.

Interview to Alessandro Ferraresi – UNICREDIT SPA
Commerciale Distretti Specialista Small Business
21/02/2017 – ore 11:30
In-depth direct interview , conducted by ASTER at Spinner Point
Interviewer: Elena Goldoni - ASTER
TURN KEY PROJECTS
Public incentives (i.e. tax credits) are not a leverage that , especially for privates, are usually enough to
undertake a requalification.
Provided the increasing awareness regarding the environmental issues and, therefore, the related
potential demand of solution, privates and companies need full package projects.
These could include, for example, assistance in the certification process and tax compliance.
MARKET SEGMENTATION
There is no single market for energy services/products; instead, the “market” consists of hundreds of
end users, thousands of intermediaries and millions of consumers. Marketing analysis is required to
deliver the products to the market. Relevant stakeholders should focus on the demand to identify
different needs. The banks could play a key role in the dissemination of the solution.

Interview to Mauro Conti – BIT Spa
Intervista telefonica – 28/03/2017 – ore 9:00
Interviewer: Elena Goldoni, ASTER
JESSICA AS VALUABLE TOOL, BUT WE DON’T HAVE THE COMPETENCES
Jessica is a revolving fund created with ERDF fundings (interest free) to finance energy efficiency
interventions in the public sector. The fund can finance public entities and private one as well, if they
are 51% participated by the public. BEI is the financing arranger: it participates in the selection of the
fund managing authority, it’s auditor, controller and guarantor. The financial institutions, selected
with a tender, finance the remaining part (at a very low interest, like 1,5% year). In Italy there are
two experience of Jessica: one in Sicily (52M€ ERDF and 40 M€ from BIT) and one in Sardinia, with
BPER.
The positive aspect of Jessica is that it forces the public sector to plan the interventions by taking into
account the cash flows that will ensure the debt rewarding. Contrary to the Kyoto Fund, Jessica
obligates to measure the actual energy costs and to calculate the expected cash flows, as if it was a
private company. This strengthens the administrative and technical capacities of the public
authorities. The negative aspect regards the complexity of the procedures against the lack of
competences. In Emilia-Romagna, since it has less ERDF resources it would be difficult to develop a
fund like this one.
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AND KNOWLEDGE OF DATA
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Banks, companies, public authorities need to demonstrate their competences to evaluate the quality
of renovation projects. BIT, for instance, manages BCC Energia whose aim is to buy energy and sell it
to the banks of the groups: this is a great advantage for them when evaluate the projects, since they
have sufficient data. For what concerns the public authorities, in our experiences the Sicily Region
had to support with evaluation tools the projects but only 15 out of 120 projects were admitted
(10%). The lacking information were for example the energy costs and the energy consumption.

B2: Roundtable minutes
1st Focus group of BUILD CONNECTION: 28th of September
The first focus groups involved 14 actors operating in the field of energy efficiency in the finance,
policy, supply and demand sector. They came mainly from credit and investment institutions,
construction companies, public building owners and managers, regulators.
The main aim of the day was to understand the market barriers and applied solutions in each
sector, answering to question “what has been done since now?”
After a short presentation of BUILDINTEREST project and BUILD CONNECTION series of meetings, the
focus group has been organized in two sessions:
Morning session (10.30-13.00): through live inputs with Google form questionnaires, participants have
been asked to find obstacles and individual solutions applied to overcome those barriers in their own
organisation.
Afternoon session (14.00-16.00): through live inputs with Google form questionnaires, participants
have been asket to align and integrate the solutions found in a systemic view.
Results have been used to plan the works of the second focus group.

2nd Focus group of BUILD CONNECTION: 10th of October
The second focus groups involved 15 actors operating in the field of energy efficiency in the finance,
policy, supply and demand sector. They came mainly from credit and investment institutions,
construction companies, public building owners and managers, regulators.
The focus group has been organized in two sessions:
Morning session (10.30-13.00): during this first session, participants asked to the question “what I
would do if?”, trying to analyse concrete solutions to be realized through two points of view: their own
and a second point of view playing a different role (i.e. from finance to policy, or from supply to
demand).
In order to help participants to find solutions, three realistic cases have been used:
The results, collected by the real time survey with Google form tool, have been used to feed the
discussion among participants.
Afternoon session (14.00-16.00): through live inputs with Google form questionnaires, participants
have been asked to identify the most feasible solutions, evaluating them from 1 to 5.
Final results have been used to review the roadmap of barriers and solutions.
1. Residential area with 4 apartment buildings that have structural problems. Two of them
have to be rebuilt, the others refurbished.
2. Municipality with 10.000 inhabitants, 7 schools, a sport campus, a library. Need to enhance
existing buildings value
3. Luxury Hotel in a central area. Need for refurbishment due to obsolete structure and low
energy class
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3rd Focus group of BUILD CONNECTION: 24th of November
The third focus group was participated by 18 actors. By taking into account the results of the
previous focus groups, the last one focused on the identification of suggestions for the creation of a
permanent advisory structure, called BUILD LAB, as a joining link between the needs of the supply
and the demand of energy efficiency interventions by increasing the structural action of policy and
financing tools.
Morning session (10.30-13.00): in the first phase of the focus group, the participants were asked to
express their expectations regarding the type of advisory capacity (consultation > real cases workshop)
and level of stakeholders engagement (only strategic stakeholders > entire value chain) of BUILD LAB.
Afternoon session (14.00-16.00): in the second part of the focus group, the group identified the most
relevant functions of this new regional “laboratory” through an online-survey. This last activity allowed
to list the priority actions for BUILD LAB.
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Annex C – Initiatives to implement the solution longlist
Chapter 4.2 points out the solutions identified, dividing them in relation to the field of application.
All the existing practices that implement the solutions are marked in that chapter with the green
colour and are further analysed in this Annex.

Re-build
Contact details
Name

Re-build

Organisation

Sicrea

E-mail

bosiluca@sicreaspa.com

The tool or solution
Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for
energy investments in the building sector
Re-Build is a network of enterprises born in 2015 by an idea of Iren Group, professionals and
multiutility that offer a turnkey package of solutions qualified: C.F.C. soc.coop. – Consorzio Fra
Costruttori; Cairepro; ccdp Centro Cooperativo di Progettazione S.c.; Cooperativa Termoidraulici
C.A.T. S.c.; Iren Rinnovabili S.p.A; Koinos Soc. Cons. a r. l.; Montanari Luigi s.r.l.; SICREA S.p.a;
Studio Alfa S.r.l; Studio di ingegneria Ing. P.Guidetti Ing. L. Serri; Tamagni Costruzioni s.r.l.;
Tecton S.c.r.l.; Torreggiani & C S.p.a.
The project aims at promoting energy efficiency interventions for district heating and sustaining
buildings renovations in order to optimize energy consumptions. The network offers at first an
energy diagnosis and then an advisory service for planning, designing and delivering the
refurbishments in the dwellings.
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target?
Fragmented building trades
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market?
It includes multi-utilities and so it can collect data relating energy consumptions, allowing a clear
understanding of possible energy savings and economic return of investments.
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results?
Yes, it has been implemented. Since now 85 energy audits have been realized and in 2016 200
buildings will be analysed. Enea – the national agency for new technologies, energy and
sustainable development, subscribed in December 2015 guarantees for the energy audits that
will be realized by Iren Rinnovabili.

Where can we find more information?
Webpage

x
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REbuilding Network
Contact details
Name

REbuilding network

Organisation

Habitech – Saint Gobain – Harley&Dikkinson – Schneider Electric - IGuzzini

E-mail

x

The tool or solution
Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for
energy investments in the building sector
Rebuilding is the network made by five enterprises with the aim to offer an integrated answer to
the market’s needs for buildings energy refurbishment: from auditing and financing to
management and maintenance of the intervention, until the training of professionals involved.
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target?
Fragmented building trades
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market?
It includes Habitech (certification) and H&D (finance) so to guarantee the financeability of the
intervention and excellent performance in terms of energy savings.
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results?
Yes, it has been implemented through pilot projects, at the moment.

Where can we find more information?
Webpage

http://www.rebuildingnetwork.it/
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Deep Renovation Proposal
Contact details
Name

Deep renovation proposal

Organisation

Green Building Council + ENEA

E-mail

gianni.silvestrini@gmail.com

The tool or solution
Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for
energy investments in the building sector
The proposal would apply to apartment buildings and would enhance deep renovation
(consumption reduction from 40 to 80%). Through the creation of a dedicated fund (maybe from
Cassa Depositi e Prestiti) the 90% of the intervention costs would be covered, while the 10%
would be payed by the building owners. Payback period would be 10 years: the fund would
recover the 65% from national funding (similarly to eco-bonus) using public finance to support
the entire process. In other 10 years the remaining investment will return through the energy
bills (savings,
Renovation works would be market-led even if the verification and certification of quality would
be made by a public third party.
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target?
EE interventions limited to light renovations that don't allow significant energy savings
Uncertainty of fiscal deductions.
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market?
Lateness in paying would be excluded (through the investment recovery thanks to the public
finance and the Energy bills). An innovative aspect is the passage from fiscal deduction to
incentive.
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results?
No, it’s a proposal.

Where can we find more information?
Webpage

https://renovate-italy.org/2016/06/27/enea-propone-un-nuovomeccanismo-di-incentivazione-per-le-riqualificazioni-profonde/
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Abitazioni Intelligenti
Contact details
Name

Abitazioni intelligent (Smart dwellings)

Organisation

ACER Reggio Emilia – Schneider Electric

E-mail

marcoco@acer.re.it

The tool or solution
Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for
energy investments in the building sector
ACER and Schneider realized a pilot project about consumption measurement and smart
monitoring: the project involved a social housing building with 6 apartments where Schneider
Electric installed a wireless system for temperature control set on two scenarios, out of home
and in house.
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target?
Uncertainty associated with energy savings + limited insight in current energy performance of
buildings
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market?
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results?
Yes, it has been implemented and results, even without any particular training, have been:
Average global saving per housing units: 16,13%
Global saving (net form “heat losses”): ~20%
Global reduction of gas consumption (gross value, included limit cases): 26, 6 %

Where can we find more information?
Web
page

http://www.acer.re.it/AcerHomepage/Risparmioenergetico/AbitazioniintelligentiACEReSc
hneiderElectric/tabid/782/Default.aspx
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Smart Swap Building
Contact details
Name

Smart Swap Building

Organisation

ASTER

E-mail

Francescopaolo.ausiello@aster.it

The tool or solution
Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for
energy investments in the building sector
Smart Swap Building is one of the strategic projects of ASTER and its aim is to refurbish the
obsolete and energy demanding buildings of our cities by taking advantage of the unsold
buildings stock that can be used as temporary dwelling (the “swap”) for the people moving from
the apartments to be demolished and reconstructed or deeply renovated.
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target?
Lack of drivers for the demand (to give up to urbanisation costs to incentive interventions) and
lack of solutions regarding management of residents moving during deep renovation projects.
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market?
It allows deep renovation or, at the limit, the demolition and reconstruction toward energy zero
buildings, incorporating wider impact elements, such as smart mobility (car sharing), urban
services improvements and urbanisation costs elimination.
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results?
No, at the moment the solution is still a proposal

Where can we find more information?
Webpage

http://www.aster.it/smart-swap-building
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Renovate Italy Campaign
Contact details
Name

Renovate Italy campaign

Organisation

Renovate Italy

E-mail

v.trivella@trivella.it

The tool or solution
Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for
energy investments in the building sector
Renovate Italy collect different entrepreneurial and non-profit organisations that promote
activities and projects operating in the Energy refurbishment of buildings. It is part of The
Renovate Europe Campaign (REC), information and awareness campaign oriented to deep
renovation promotion across Europe.
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target?
Insufficient knowledge of the multiple social benefits of energy efficiency
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market?
It’s able to communicate highly specialized contents to a wider audience, collecting the main
best practice and best organisations active in the sector.
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results?
Yes, it has been implemented.

Where can we find more information?
Webpage

https://renovate-italy.org/
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Credito Condominio
Contact details
Name

Credito Condominio

Organisation

Harley&Dikkinson

E-mail

colciago@harleydikkinson.biz

The tool or solution
Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for
energy investments in the building sector
Credito Condominio is the financial tool targeted to building’s administrators and construction
companies that want to realized refurbishment works: financings until 7 years without bank
guarantee.
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target?
Property fragmentation and fragmented building trades

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.

What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market?
With respect to the advantages for the apartment building’s owners:
Interests totally or partially in charge of the construction company qualified by H&D
Rapid funding access thanks to the previous agreement between H&D and financial institutions
Targeted to the whole apartment building instead of the single owner
With respect to the advantages for the construction company:
Higher profits due to the wider intervention (whole buildings or even more building sites)
Faster time for the work execution
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results?
Yes, it has been implemented but we don’t have information about its results.

Where can we find more information?
Webpage

http://www.harleydikkinson.com/servizi-e-strumenti/#finanziarie
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Prestito Condominio Smart
Contact details
Name

Prestito Condominio Smart

Organisation

Harley&Dikkinson

E-mail

colciago@harleydikkinson.biz

The tool or solution
Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for
energy investments in the building sector

Prestito Condominio Smart is a loan from € 5.000 and € 45.000, for a duration from 24 to 48
months, with 24 months at zero tax rate for the apartment building. The financial tool is an
integrated package of technological product, specialized installation, ad hoc financing.
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target?
Property fragmentation and fragmented building trades
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market?
It’s a turnkey package targeted to an aggregation of single owners: rapidity, time saving, low risk
for both construction companies and apartment buildings residents.
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results?
Yes, it has been implemented but we don’t have information about its results.

Where can we find more information?
Webpage

http://www.harleydikkinson.com/servizi-e-strumenti/#finanziarie
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Comunità solare
Contact details
Name

Comunità solare

Organisation

Centro per le comunità solari locali

E-mail

info@comunitasolare.eu

The tool or solution
Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for
energy investments in the building sector
Comunità solare is the network of citizens aimed at improving the capacity to deliver energy
efficiency projects: as an aggregator and facilitator it connects the multiple actors involved
(ESCOs, construction companies, certification and auditing experts, building owners, etc.),
improving their knowledge and offering services like consultancy, training, mediation. It’s a startup within the Emilia-Romagna Startup network.
Their proposals for action are:
● The Acchiappawatt: it’s a technical expert who helps homeowners to understand and
confront the energy bills
● EPC contract: for the Community members, against of the purchase of a percentage of
the photovoltaic platform, a bonus of 30% of discount on the energy bill for 20 years is
guaranteed. The municipality open the call for energy retrofit of buildings where the
companies are selected according to two criterias: the payback time and the discount
rate of the energy bill linked to the creation of photovoltaic platforms.
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target?
Large number of decision makers in residential sector
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market?
Its communication is quite simple and understandable also by non-experts. It enhance citizens
awareness and capacity to improve the energy performances of their houses.
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results?
Yes, it has been implemented in several towns within the Bologna municipality.

Where can we find more information?
Webpage

www.comunitasolare.eu
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Allora Spengo
Contact details
Name

Allora spengo

Organisation

Energy way

E-mail

fabio.ferrari@energyway.it

The tool or solution
Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market for
energy investments in the building sector
#alloraSpengo is a project of the start-up Energy Way, addressed to junior high schools, that
aims to enable young students to energy efficiency monitoring and saving in their schools.
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target?
Insufficient knowledge of the multiple social benefits of energy efficiency +Lack of information
What makes this solution more promising/successful than current solutions in the market?
High replication potential and high impact on awareness, thanks to the capacity of younger
people to involve wide networks (families and friends). Intervention on schools, that are
buildings with the lower energy efficiency rate.
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results?
The first pilot project done in the Pertini High School of Reggio Emilia brought to a 30% of energy
saving in 2015. After this first test, the start-up want to replicate it in other 7 classes in the
Maranello Municipality in 2016-2017.

Where can we find more information?
Webpage

http://www.alloraspengo.it/
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Parma Progetto Energia
Contact details
Name

Enzo Bertolotti

Organisation

Municipality of Parma

E-mail

e.bertolotti@comune.parma.it

The tool or solution
Short description and rationale of the tool/solution that can improve the functioning of the market
for energy investments in the building sector
Parma Progetto Energia is promoted and coordinated by the Municipality of Parma with ATES
(Local agency for energy and sustainability) http://www.atesparma.it/.

This initiative fosters energy efficiency and renewable energy production projects for private
buildings and it has been developed within the European Project Infinite Solutions, financed by
"Intelligent Energy Europe 2007-13” and coordinated by the International Association Energy
Cities. The aim is to support the public authorities in the implemented of energy efficiency of
buildings. Parma Energia allows the citizens to access to a 50.000 € loan (fix tax rate 2,9%) for 10
years, without mortgage. The steps to call for the loan are:
Which specific problem(s)/obstacle(s) does the tool/solution target?
The Memorandum of Understanding subscribed aims at facilitating the credit access for energy
efficiency. The project is targeted to the private, and tackles the complexity of the procedures by
enabling a smooth process with clear roles and competences.
Has the solution been implemented in practice yet? If so, what were the results?
Between March 2014 and February 2018, the Energy Cities committed to replicate the financing
schemes already tested within Stoccarda and Delft, by adapting these experiences to the national
and local regulatory frameworks. The initiative has started in Parma in January 2017: at the
moment there is still no financing supply but the L’iniziativa è partita da un mese e mezzo.

Where can we find more information?
Webpage

http://www.comune.parma.it/PAES/ppe.aspx
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Annex D – Italian regulatory measures
D1: Table of BUILDING RENOVATION AND ENERGY SAVINGS
REGULATORY MEASURES
BUILDING RENOVATION AND ENERGY SAVINGS REGULATORY MEASURES
For many years, the principal incentive in Italy for encouraging more efficient use of energy in buildings
has consisted of tax relief on energy-saving measures. Households and companies may deduct from
their income taxes over defined periods, ranging from 5 to 10 years from when the costs are incurred
a portion of the costs spent to renovate or to increase the energy efficiency of existing buildings
ELIGIBLE
INTERVEN
TION

MEASUR
E

DESCRIPTION

GEOGRA
PHICAL
AREA

Indivi
duals

Compa
nies

BUILDING RENOVATION
Italy
Tax
credit

Art. 16-bis
co. 1 TUIR

The tax credit offers the possibility to detract
from personal income tax costs incurred for
building renovation.

Art. 1 co 2
- L.
11.12.201
6 n. 232
"2017
Italian
Stability
Law"

The 2017 Stability Law confirms the detraction
for costs of building renovations incurred until
December 31, 2017 and increased:
●
●
BUILDING
RENOVATI
ON
year

from 36% to 50% the tax detraction
rate and
from 48.000,00 euro to 96.000,00 euro
the total maximum amount of eligible
costs for each property.

Rate

until
36%
25.6.20
12

X

Max eligible
cost for each
real estate unit

48.000,00 euro
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from
50%
26.6.20
12 until
31.12.2
017

96.000,00 euro

From
36%
1.1.201
8

48.000,00 euro

The detraction must be spread over 10 years
from when the costs are incurred.
Art. 16-bis co. 1 Italian consolidated text on
Income Tax (“T.U.I.R.”) indicates the supported
measures, including:
●
●

Tax
credit

ANTISEISMIC
INTERVEN
TION IN
RISK
AREAS

extraordinary maintenance, building
renovation and restoration
ordinary maintenance on the common
parts of residential buildings

The 2017 Italian Stability law has modified the
tax detraction mechanism for anti -seismic
protection:
●

both for residential buildings and
buildings used for productive activities,

●

located in earthquake-risk areas (zones 1,
2 and 3 as identified by Presidential
Decree March 20, 2003 n. 3274) .

Italy

Art. 1 co 2
–3
L.
11.12.201
6 n. 232
“2017
Italian
Stability
Law”

The tax credit would amount to 50%
●

of annual expenditures incurred between
1.1.2017 and 31.12.2021;

●

up to a total amount of eligible costs not
exceeding 96.000,00 euro over any one
year;

●

must be spread over five years from when
the costs are incurred

X

X

The tax credit applies both for personal income
tax (IRPEF) and corporate income tax (IRES).
Moreover, in case the result of those
interventions produces a reduction of seismic
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risk based on a scale defined by Ministerial
Decree February 28, 2017), the detraction
could increase to up to
● 70%, with the transition to a lower-risk
class or
● 85% with the transition to two lower-risk
classes
For anti-seismic intervention on a condominium,
the detraction could rise further to
● 75% with the transition to a lower-risk
class or
● 85% with the transition to two lower-risk
classes
based on a scale defined by the above
mentioned Ministerial Decree.
The tax detractions would apply up to a total
amount of eligible costs not exceeding 96,000
euro multiplied by the number of property unit
in each building.
Starting from 1.1.2017 the beneficiaries may
transfer the tax detraction respectively to:
●
suppliers who realized the intervention
or
●
other private individuals,
●
with the option to further
transfer the credit.
The tax detraction cannot be
transferred to:
●
banks
●
brokers
Italy
BUILDING
RENOVATI
ON COST FOR
SEISMIC
ASSESSME
NT
ASBESTOS
REMOVAL

Tax
credit

Starting from 1.1.2017 costs for seismic
assessment are included within the eligible
costs.
X

Tax
credit

Tax relief applies to companies for expenditure
incurred within 2016 on remediating asbestos
contamination of productive buildings.

X

X

Art. 1 co 2
–3
L.
11.12.201
6 n. 232
“2017
Italian
Stability
Law”
art.56 L.
28
dicembre
2015, n.
221

ENERGY REQUALIFICATION
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Italy
Tax
credit

SOLAR
SHADING
AND
HEATING
SYSTEMS

Tax detraction for personal income
tax (IRPEF) and corporate income tax
(IRES) amounting to 65% of eligible
costs incurred until 31.12.2017 to:
● purchase and installation of solar thermal
shading system (attachement M,
Legislative Decree 311/2006) - maximum
tax credit 60.000,00 euro;
● purchase and installation of heating / air
conditioning system with biomass-fed
generators, - maximum tax credit
30.000,00 euro.

Art. 14 DL
4.6.2013 n.
63

X

X

Art. 1 co 2
- L.
11.12.201
6 n. 232
c.d. “2017
Italian
Stability
Law”

The detraction must be spread over 10 years
from when the costs are incurred.
Italy
Tax
credit

ENERGY
REQUALIFI
CATION
OF
CONDOMI
NIUMS

Tax detraction for personal income
tax (IRPEF) and corporate income tax
(IRES) for eligible costs incurred until
31.12.2021, respectively:
● 65%
of expenditure for energy
requalification relating to parts in
common use of condominiums - as of artt.
1117 e 1117-bis Italian Civil Code.c. - or for
actions across all the property units of the
single building;
● 70% of expenditure for the casing of
existing buildings having an incidence
higher than 25% of the entire dispersion
surface of the building;
●

Art. 14 DL
4.6.2013 n.
63
Art. 1 co 2
– L.
11.12.201
6 n. 232
c.d. “2017
Italian
Stability
Law”
X

X

75%, when the energy requalification
interventions are aimed at improving the
winter and summer energy performance
reaching at least the quality level
identified by Ministerial Decree 26.6.2015

The detraction must be spread over 10 years
from when the costs are incurred.
The tax detraction cannot be
transferred to:
●
banks,
●
brokers.
PURCHASE
OF
RESIDENTI
AL
PROPERTY
NEWLY
BUILT

Tax
credit

Tax detraction from personal income tax equal
to 50% of the VAT paid on the purchase of
residential property units classified in A or B
energy efficiency classes and directly sold by the
builders. The tax relief applies only for VAT
payments made during 2016 and 2017.

X

art. 1 co.
56 L.
28.12.201
5 n. 208
(“Decreto
Milleproro
ghe”)
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